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Welcome to the inaugural edition of Powerful Partners, Dynamic Duos and
Tremendous Teams, the latest addition to The Resident Community News Group’s
family of publications.
We’ve always been keen to celebrate the good that goes on in Northeast Florida
and our newest publication adds to this journalistic pursuit of showcasing excellence in our community. As a family-owned and operated business, we understand
the importance of a strong small business community and support those who
work hard to pursue their lifelong goals, hopes, and dreams.
Within the pages of this new magazine, which will be published annually, we’ve
profiled successful teams of business people and entrepreneurs committed passionately to their businesses on the First Coast.
From physicians to dance instructors, restaurateurs, and lawyers, to shopkeepers,
landscape professionals, realtors, and other unique professions, to include the
kickoff and establishment of a nonprofit organization; each page tells a compelling
story. By highlighting professional partnerships of husbands and wives, mothers
and daughters, fathers and sons, and teams of passionate staff members, we know
the stories will help these businesses reach further into the community.
Several themes shine through each profile – cooperation, creativity, perseverance – and the desire to make a difference in our city. It is these elements
that have contributed to their success; perhaps they’ll motivate you to share
your story next year.
We also hope you’ll patronize their businesses, spread the good word, and engage
in the growth of small business. It is the engine that drives our local economy.
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Pajcics – partners in law and life
THE LAW FIRM OF PA JCIC & PA JCIC

W

hether it is work, play, politics, or giving back to the community, Steve
Pajcic and son, Michael, put their heart and soul into everything they do.
The best part is that the father and son team truly enjoys doing all of this
together, with their competitive spirit and love for each other always shining
through. That’s what makes them perfect partners.
Family has always been a top priority to Steve. He grew up on Jacksonville’s
Westside and affectionately calls himself a “park rat,” due to the fact he and his
younger brother, Gary, spent most of their free time playing barefoot in
Woodstock Park when they were kids. Their mother was a school teacher until
the first of her six children was born, so Steve has always embraced education.
He played basketball at Princeton University and later graduated from Harvard
Law School.
Steve and Gary founded The Law Firm of Pajcic & Pajcic in 1974. The same year,
Steve went into politics, serving as a highly respected representative in the Florida
Legislature for six terms. When Michael was a toddler, he would often join his
father on the floor of the House of Representatives when it was in session.
Along the way, Steve taught Michael the art of finding the fun in everything
you do. Michael and his sister, Helen, followed in their father’s footsteps. Both
graduated from Princeton, and Steve enjoyed flying to New Jersey to attend
classes and parties with them.
While three of Gary’s sons – Curtis, Curry, and Seth – pursued careers in law
and joined the family law firm, Michael expressed no interest in going to law
school immediately. Instead, he envisioned himself as a history teacher and soccer
coach with a jon boat moored in the marsh.
Eventually, Michael had a change of heart and went to law school at the
University of Florida. After honing his trial skills as an Assistant Public Defender,
he joined his father and cousins in the firm, which was a great thrill for everyone.
“Like my dad, I love my work because of family. Dad started the practice with
his brother because it was something they could do together. It does not even
seem like work, and it is about the only thing where I do not feel competitive
with him. Instead, I get to brag to lawyer friends that I can walk down the hall
and find out exactly what to do in any situation.”
For Steve, trying cases with his son and nephews is what kept him going after
his brother Gary’s untimely death. There was no greater moment in the practice
of law for Steve than to witness Michael, in court, winning the largest verdict
in the firm’s history. “It’s a little embarrassing that Michael has already outdone
me in the courtroom,” he joked. “But what the hell, now I can catch more fish.”
Steve and Michael often spend weekends maneuvering through the pristine
waters of Amelia Island catching supper for their family. Steve can still recall
Michael, at age 16, asking this profound question, “Dad, I thought it was the father
who is supposed to teach his son how to fish?” The father and son live within
walking distance and enjoy biking home from their downtown offices together.

A motley crew competes in the Pajcics’ weekly ping pong matches, which are
in their 45th year. To say the ping pong is competitive is an understatement.
The players swear that the holes which adorn the walls near the table are from
flying elbows and heads and not from any punches. Although there have been
a few trips to the emergency room following the matches, Steve joyfully admits
he can officially declare Michael is now (maybe) the best player in their group.
Giving back to the community has always been an important part of the
culture in the Pajcic family. Steve and his wife, Anne, donated $2 million to
Edward Waters College, and Steve gave $1 million for qualified graduates of his
high school alma mater, Paxon School for Advanced Studies, to attend The
University of North Florida. Nearly 100 students have earned degrees through
this program so far. Several years ago, Steve, Gary, and Anne also donated $1
million to attract top-notch teachers to the brothers' former elementary school,
Annie R. Morgan, on the Westside. Most recently, the Pajcic firm donated
$150,000 through The Jaguars Foundation for those suffering the effects of
Hurricanes Irma and Maria. Michael and his wife, Katy DeBriere, also support
several charities that are meaningful to them, including many involving underprivileged or ill children.
Together, Steve and Michael host an annual backyard wiffle golf tournament
to benefit Jacksonville Area Legal Aid. Nine-hole wiffle golf courses are set up
in each of their backyards, with a signature “island green” sixth hole loosely
patterned after the famed 17th hole at The Players Championship course.
Meticulously refining the details of the course every year is great fun, said Steve,
but “fun” may not be the word Michael uses to describe the course’s installation.
“We bore golf holes in concrete, shape 2,000 square feet of rug and dump fifty
bags of sand for the traps,” he said.
The yard golf fundraiser proves to be quite invaluable for Legal Aid. Players
who make a hole-in-one on the sixth hole receive a $6,000 prize with the Pajcic
family matching it with another $6,000 contribution to Legal Aid. In fact, the
firm matches every donation, dollar for dollar, raising a record $100,000 last
year. Although sponsoring the fundraiser is a ton of work, the Pajcics see it as
a great party for a most worthy cause.
Michael and Steve are so passionate about everything they do that no
matter what they tackle, the result is superb. Michael said he is grateful his
father has been such a great friend and role model to him. “I get to benefit
from my dad’s knowledge, and he will get a second chance to teach fishing,
this time to his grandkids.”
Steve said he is also looking forward to the day his grandchildren attend
Princeton University, where he plans to join them in class and be there for the
parties. Meanwhile, Steve and Michael continue to enjoy practicing law where
they say “the joy comes from helping people who really need and deserve everything we can do for them.”

The Law Firm of Pajcic & Pajcic; One Independent Drive, Suite 1900, Jacksonville, FL 32202; (904) 358-8881; www.pajcic.com
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Local experts with global reach
FRED MILLER GROUP, INC.

W

hen you look at residential real estate through a macro
lens, there is perhaps no real estate company in North
Florida with more synergy than Fred Miller Group, Inc.
“Whether it’s helping customers buy or sell homes, build homes,
finance homes, or insure homes, our family has a real passion
for the industry,” said Ted Miller, managing broker and president
of the brokerage that bears his father’s name.
A family-owned, full service agency, Fred Miller Group is known
throughout Northeast Florida for its integrity and commitment
to its customers. Not only does it offer clients market proficiency
locally, but also throughout the United States and worldwide
through its affiliation with Leverage Global Partners, an international network of independent real estate firms.
“Our one-of-a kind exclusive partnership with Leverage Global
Partners puts us on a level playing field with larger real estate
franchises,” said Fred Miller, the group’s founder. But it’s the
close relationship between his family and its highly professional
agents that make the business successful.
“Real estate is all about people – treating people as you would
family,” added Ted. “As a family, there is a level of trust that
exists among us. This sets up the culture of integrity and accountability, which extends to our customers and agents. We
understand family dynamics, and we consider our agents as
family. We don’t compete with each other; we lift each other up.
We are supportive of each other within the company as well as
with our colleagues in the industry.
“There is a level of fairness at Fred Miller Group that you don’t
find everywhere,” Ted continued. “As owners, we put our customers and agents first. We live by the REALTOR® Code of
Ethics and our own Code of Care, which is built on trust and
is hard earned and easily lost. Fair dealing is at the forefront of
what we do,” he said.
Ever since Fred’s grandfather moved to Jacksonville in 1910
to start a printing business, the Millers have gleaned a special
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understanding of their community through watching it change
and grow over four generations.
Fred was employed as a broker and vice president of the former
Richard D. Barker Realty when he met Carol, who worked there
also. They married and decided to open their own real estate
agency in the heart of Ortega Village.
“The two of us started out in 1995 by renting a single office in
this building – 2905 Corinthian Avenue. In 2002, my son Ted and
I bought the building and began to occupy the entire first floor.
Three years later we gave it a total renovation,” said Fred.
Fred serves as the company’s chief executive officer and Principal
broker. A graduate of the University of the South in Sewanee,
Tennessee, he has an extensive background in marketing and
advertising and enjoys the role of shepherding and supporting
the company’s agents.
Carol, who studied interior design at Florida State College
Jacksonville, also holds a broker’s license, but does not list or sell
homes. She assists with the company’s marketing, public relations
and photography and serves as an agent liaison.
Ted, the firm’s managing broker, has served 14 of his 21 years with
Fred Miller Group as president. A Florida State University graduate
with a political science degree, he first worked as a governmental
affairs consultant in Tallahassee, where he represented several
Fortune 500 companies as a lobbyist. This role helped prepare him
for not only a career in real estate, but also in his work as a partner
in MB (Miller Brothers) Builders and Associates, a custom home
construction firm, which he owns with his brother Nathan.
Nathan, president of MB Builders and Associates, Inc., has 12
years of home building experience in his portfolio – which includes
four years with Arvida/St. Joe, a major international developer, and
the past four years with MB Builders and Associates. He also has
14 years of experience as a real estate sales associate, licensed broker,
and General Manager for a local real estate franchise. A graduate
of the University of Florida, he joined Fred Miller Group as a broker

associate and licensed REALTOR® six years ago. Nathan joins Ted
in tallying more than $250 million in real estate transactions over
the past 20 years. He now runs their custom home building division
while Ted runs the real estate side. Nathan is also part owner of a
Brightway Insurance franchise in Orange Park.
Nathan and Ted offer a unique perspective to real estate in our
area. When the market tightens, for growing families viable
options include staying put and renovating or tearing down and
building a custom home. “I have had many discussions with clients
regarding the opportunity to tear down an existing home and
rebuild. In certain markets and personal situations, this makes
financial sense,” says Nathan. “Determining the feasibility of this
option can easily be achieved in a sit-down meeting looking at
the current real estate and construction costs data,” he adds.
The youngest Miller brother, Matthew, also has ties in real
estate. A University of Florida graduate, he is employed as a
mortgage originator with Synovus Bank in Jacksonville and
sometimes works closely with Fred Miller Group customers.
Fred Miller Group also benefits from the talent and experience
of their sons’ wives, all whom have professional experience in
some aspect of the real estate industry. Mary Claire, who is
married to Ted, is a real estate attorney with Driver McAfee
Hawthorne & Diebenow and HomeGuard Title and Trust, while
Matthew’s wife, Leah, is Chief Operating Officer with J. Riley
Williams, PLC. Nathan’s spouse, Kat, grew up in a family ReMax
franchise. Although she has been a licensed REALTOR® and
mortgage broker, she is currently employed by CareSpot/MedPost,
a national healthcare firm, as a graphic designer in marketing
and advertising.
“No one knows these neighborhoods better than we do,” Ted
said. “What makes us unique is that we are a family-run, locally-owned business. We believe we are the best positioned
to sell Jacksonville real estate through our roots, our network,
and our experience.”

Fred Miller Group, Inc.; 2905 Corinthian Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32210; (904) 388-0000; www.fredmillergroup.com
Miller Brothers Builders & Associates; (904) 465-3001; millerbrothers@fredmillergroup.com

Ted Miller, Carol Miller, Fred Miller and Nathan Miller
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Jason Eddy, Jonathan Insetta and Allan DeVault
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Sparking positive change through fine dining
ORSAY, BLACK SHEEP, BELLWE THER, BLACK SHEEP AT INTUITION ALE WORKS

B

eing a positive force for change in Jacksonville is important
to restaurateurs Jon Insetta, Allan DeVault, and Jason Eddy.
Not only do the partners own and/or manage four of
Jacksonville’s finest and most iconic eateries – Restaurant Orsay
in Avondale, Black Sheep in 5 Points, Black Sheep at Intuition
Ale Works near TIAA Bank Field, and their newest venture,
Bellwether, located on Laura Street downtown – in the future,
they hope to open even more.
“Although we’re not planning to expand any time soon, we do
plan to eventually,” said Insetta. “We aren’t anywhere near our
goals. There are many other dining concepts we want to do.”
Carefully situated to bolster their individual neighborhoods,
each of the partners’ restaurants manifest a different concept
and offer a different kind of dining experience. They also share
several things in common – quality food procured locally, a
superb wine and cocktail program, and excellent service marked
by superior attention to detail.
Principal owner at Orsay, Black Sheep, and Bellwether, Insetta
is a graduate of Culinary Institute of America in New York and
oversees the “back of the house” at all locations. DeVault, a
former general manager at bb’s and Biscotti’s for nine years, is
a co-owner in Black Sheep and Bellwether and manages the
front of the house at both restaurants as well as Black Sheep
Intuition. Eddy, who cut his teeth as a general manager and
server at Matthews in San Marco, is managing partner at Orsay.
“I am very lucky to have these guys as partners and to work
with them and all my co-workers in general,” said Insetta. “We
have a really strong culture as a restaurant group. I have more
back-of-the-house lineage, and these guys have strong front-ofthe-house and wine knowledge to bring to the table. We all have
similar goals, to produce the best product we can.”
Founded by Insetta in August 2008, Orsay has a reputation
for fine dining while bucking the old business tenet, “Don’t try

to be all things to all people,” said Eddy. “We go against that. We
do an excellent happy hour and brunch, and we try to bring our
flavor to the neighborhood. Because we are a neighborhood
restaurant, there are some affordable options, but at the same
time you can come in a three-piece suit on your way to a gala
and have a high-end dining experience.”
“The core of what we do, be it casual or fancy, is the same approach,” explained Insetta. “There is no dress code at any restaurant
we do, and there never will be. We try to make you feel when you’re
coming in that you’re a guest, and we want you to be comfortable
with how you are. The level of food and service at all our places
is high, but not to the level of pretentiousness that marks oldschool, fine dining,” he said, with DeVault quickly adding, “The
only thing we’re pretentious about are our ingredients.”
Black Sheep in 5 Points occupies the ground floor of a three-story
triangular building that Insetta and DeVault built from scratch
on a vacant lot in 5 Points in 2012. The restaurant is the perfect
setting for date-night fun with its rooftop bar and eclectic cuisine.
Managed but not owned by the group, Black Sheep at Intuition
Ale Works offers pub fare, and is a great place to grab a burger
and beer before heading to a Jumbo Shrimp game. “The Intuition
burger is our play on a fast-food burger, only we put a lot of love
and thought into it,” Insetta said.
The group’s newest venture, Bellwether, opened in April 2017.
Boasting a similar lunch menu to Black Sheep, dinner fare is
more laid-back than its Riverside cousin.
So far, locating Bellwether in downtown Jacksonville has been
a great success, said DeVault. In contrast, Insetta’s first downtown
culinary venture, Chew, lasted five years, closing its doors in 2011.
Located on Adams Street, Chew embodied Insetta’s desire to
help the city jumpstart downtown nightlife. Although the
restaurant received high praise from Jacksonville foodies, it
ultimately buckled under the weight of the Great Recession.

“Chew got a lot of critical acclaim, but financially for downtown
it was not the right time,” Insetta said.
By opening Bellwether, “we are showing our spiritual side by
coming back to downtown. We want to finish what we started,”
he continued. “We also want to do something for the greater
good of the community and to be a positive force for change in
the city that we really care about.”
DeVault agreed. “It’s not just the success of our restaurants
we take pride in, but also the people we work with,” he said,
adding the group views its employees as family and strives to
make its restaurants happy places to work. In a profession marked
by continuous job hopping, many stay with the group for years
and are encouraged to rise through the ranks, such as Bellwether
Chef de Cuisine Kerri Rogers and Orsay Chef de Cuisine Donald
Dean, who started out as dishwashers, and Eddy, who began at
Orsay as a server.
Another way the restaurateurs serve as a positive force for
change is by supporting several Jacksonville nonprofits, such as
Tom Coughlin’s Jay Fund, Gastrofest, Jacksonville Food Fight,
Taste of the Jaguars, and the Taste of the NFL. At least once a
month, the partners donate food and send culinary staff to
charity events. “Charity work is important because it’s part of
giving back to the community, which is who we are and where
we come from,” said Insetta.
The group also supports Jacksonville’s food banks, Feeding
Northeast Florida and Second Harvest. “It’s unbelievable how
many people go hungry in this city. We have a responsibility both
spiritually and ethically to help make a dent in that,” said Insetta.
“Jacksonville is our chosen location. We choose to make our
careers here,” he continued. “To some extent Jacksonville defines
us. This is who we are. This is what we do. Running these
restaurants and giving back to the community is what we breathe,
cry, and sweat for.”

Orsay Restaurant; 3630 Park Street, Jacksonville, FL 32205; (904) 381-0909; www.restaurantorsay.com
Bellwether; 100 North Laura Street, Suite 100, Jacksonville, FL 32202; (904) 802-7745; www.bellwetherjax.com
Black Sheep Restaurant; 1534 Oak Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204; (904) 380-3091; www.blacksheep5points.com
Black Sheep at Intuition Ale Works; 929 East Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202; (904) 683-7720; www.intuitionaleworks.com
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A traditional approach to doctoring
RAVISH NARVEL, M.D., FACP, CMD
In a world where large healthcare systems employ hundreds of doctors
and medicine is more franchised, Dr. Ravish Narvel prefers to take a more
traditional approach.
“The way big hospitals and healthcare entities are buying up practices,
there are very few independent single doctors anymore,” he said. “A practice
like this is more like family. When my patients come in to see me, they also
see the same faces each time, whereas those groups that are owned by corporate entities and big hospitals keep changing their doctors and personnel.”
An independent internal medicine specialist, Dr. Narvel offers personal
service to seniors and patients of all ages other than children. “I am one of
the very few doctors in the area who is a traditionalist, someone who sees
patients in his office, the hospital, and in the nursing home,” he said. “When
you have me as a doctor, you have me for life.”
Born and raised in Mumbai, India, Dr. Narvel received his medical education at J.J.M. Medical College, then went through a cardiology fellowship in
India, cardiology/pulmonary and geriatric residencies in England, and an internal medicine residency in Pennsylvania before receiving his certification
in 1998 from the American Board of Internal Medicine. He is also a Fellow in
the American College of Physicians.
He began practicing Internal Medicine on the staff of St. Vincent’s Primary
Care in January 1999, before starting his private practice in LaVilla in 2001. When
he opened his Avondale office at 3960 Oak Street, his patients followed him.
“I have cared for many of them for over 19 years,” he said. “I have developed a very close relationship with my patients and many of them include
their entire families.”
Chief of Staff at St. Vincent’s Medical Center, Riverside, Dr. Narvel visits patients
at the hospital and at Catherine Labouré Manor, where he is medical director, as
well as in his Avondale office, which accepts most insurances including Medicare.
“My satisfaction in being a physician comes when my patients are well,” he
said. “I’m more of a people person, and I love it when my patients get better
and come back to see me for a follow-up,” he said.
Assisting Dr. Narvel in his practice are his wife, Farheen, who helps in the
office, and staffers Katina Renjifo, Tara Sylvester, and Brandi Kline. “They are
an excellent team,” he said. “Very hardworking and dedicated to my patients.”
Renjifo has worked for Dr. Narvel for five years. “He’s very compassionate,” she said. “I learn something new every day from him. His patients get
the very best care possible.”
Sylvester agreed. “He is very kind and looks after his staff in a fatherly
way,” she said.
Dr. Narvel’s example has influenced his children. His son, Raed, is completing his second year of medical school at Florida International University
after earning a bachelor’s degree at the University of Florida and master’s degrees in public health and bio-medical studies from Georgetown University.
His daughter, Natasha, recently graduated pre-med from the University of
Florida and will attend medical school at Florida State University in the fall.
“My children are interested in joining me,” he said. “We may become a real
family practice in the future.”
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Dr. Ravish Narvel and
his team, Katina Renjifo,
Tara Sylvester, and Brandi Kline

Ravish Narvel, M.D., FACP, CMD; 3960 Oak Street, Jacksonville, FL 32205; (904) 265-3344

Masters in real estate
Selby Kaiser and Linda McMorrow

Nobody knows more about selling houses than Selby Kaiser and Linda McMorrow of The Legends of Real Estate.
Whether you are searching for a new home or looking to sell, Kaiser
and McMorrow are the Realtors® you want to engage. They have high
standards and a legendary reputation for strict ethics and superb customer service. “We believe the relationship between Realtor® and buyer
or seller is very special,” said Kaiser. “It is our goal to make sure everything comes together as smoothly as possible.”
With 40 years each of experience in real estate, the identical twins mirror each other, not only in looks and style – they are so close they often
finish each other’s sentences – but also in business acumen and philosophy. They have worked together in real estate since 1988 and have partnered as brokers at The Legends of Real Estate for the past 12 years. Both
are active in the Northeast Florida Builders Association (NEFBA) and the
Northeast Florida Association of Realtors (NEFAR), with each having
served as NEFAR president – Kaiser in 2003 and McMorrow in 2014.

THE LEGENDS OF REAL ESTATE
Brought up in a military family, the sisters married West Point graduates, and have each moved more than 50 times. “We each vowed we
would not marry someone in the military because we wanted roots, and
we never had roots growing up,” laughed Kaiser. “Believe me, we know
what it means to move to a new place.”
Pulling up stakes frequently gave the twins experience, which has
been beneficial to their clients.
“In the Army, when you move to a new place, they get someone with
similar interests to sponsor you. Your sponsor is tasked with getting
dinner for you on the night you arrive and helping you find places you
need, such as the grocery store. They serve as a resource by making recommendations about things like dry cleaners, plumbers, and air-conditioning services,” said Kaiser, adding that many of her sponsors became
lifelong friends.
In real estate, the sisters seek to bring this kind of personal service to
their customers by continuing to check in with them months and even

years later. “Most of our business comes from past clients who have become friends. We stay in touch because we really care about them. Our help
doesn’t stop at the closing table,” said Kaiser, adding their present clientele
often consists of the children of customers from 20 and 30 years ago.
Real estate is a profession – a people-oriented business – not a parttime job done on weekends or in the kitchen at a computer when you
are in your pajamas, said McMorrow. “You need to get up, dress up, and
show up. Half of it is just showing up on time dressed to play.” Hard
work, meeting people, volunteering at NEFAR, and attending every real
estate open house possible are essential, she said. Fellow agents, while
competitors, should be viewed as friends.
“You have to be proficient in what you’re doing and learn how to do
this business. Just because you have a real estate license doesn’t mean
you know how to sell a home or represent properties the right way,”
McMorrow said. “Looking successful and acting successful are part of
the big picture.”

The Legends of Real Estate; 8777 San Jose Boulevard, Suite 903, Jacksonville, FL 32217
Linda: florida_legends@msn.com; (904) 626-9900; Selby: SelbyKaiser@bellsouth.net; (904) 626-8800 (cell); www.thelegendsofrealestate.com
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E.W. Nash III and E.W. Nash IV
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Antique love, a family affair
E .W. NASH & SON, LLC

F

or the owners of E.W. Nash & Son, an all-inclusive furniture
restoration business in Riverside, love of fine antiques is a
family affair.
The father and son team of E. William Nash III and his son,
E. William Nash IV, do all things antiques except sales. Included
in their repertoire are appraisals (for insurance coverage, estate
planning, settlement, and charitable donations), furniture restoration and conservation, and consulting on furniture, decorative
arts, and fine art.
More than mere furniture repairmen, the Nashes consider
themselves “antiques specialists” and go above and beyond what
can be provided by an average antique dealer. They are known
throughout the state to be among the best furniture craftsmen.
Museums, churches, private collections, and high-end decorators
trust their work. They have restored furniture for the Tudor
room at the Cummer Museum, the Henry Flagler Collection in
St. Augustine, the entire furniture collection at Ximenez-Fatio
House Museum, and the many historic pieces at the Lightner
Museum, including an intricate wine cabinet recently featured
in its Downton Abbey exhibit.
“We do it all, including broken chair legs and getting out water
rings, but what we really love to do and specialize in is the highend restoration of fine antiques,” said Nash IV, noting that he and
his father are experts on historic finishes and the construction of
period pieces.
“A lot of people have the misconception that antiques are old
and are supposed to be dirty. What we try to do is to preserve the
integrity – to preserve the patina, the original finish – and get the
piece back to its former glory – how it would have looked when it
was made.
“We also act as consultants,” he continued. “There are so few
specialists in the industry who understand how to sell it, how
to fix it, and how to restore it. In many ways, treating the finish
or repairing the veneer is like doing surgery. Restoring fine
furniture is complicated, and we try to use the centuries-old
techniques used by 19th century cabinet makers to insure quality
work,” he said.

The love for antiques, particularly English heirlooms, got its
start generations ago in the Nash family. Nash IV’s great-grandfather, the first E. William Nash, was a coal miner from Yorkshire
who fought for the British Army in World War I and immigrated
to the United States after the war. His heritage helped instill a
love of all things English in his descendents.
His son and namesake, E. William Nash, Jr., received a degree
in Business Administration from Emory University before
embarking on a 38-year career as a senior executive for the
Prudential Insurance Company, eventually retiring as president
of the company’s South-Central home office in Jacksonville.
An avid collector of art and antiques, he and his wife, Fran,
often took their son, Nash III, overseas on shopping trips in
the British Isles. “Fran was a great lover of antiques,” recalled
Nash IV of his late grandmother. “She picked them out and my
grandfather paid for them.”
After graduating with a Bachelor of Arts degree in English
Literature from his father’s alma mater, Nash III worked for
eight years as a regional sales representative for Met Life before
quitting to become an antiques dealer. Longtime clients of
antique dealer John Oding, a Danish cabinet maker who practiced
centuries-old restoration techniques, Nash III joined his father
in purchasing Oding’s business in 1984 and became Oding’s
apprentice. Upon his retirement, Nash Jr. joined his son in the
firm as an active advisor.
Nash IV grew up with the smell of stain and furniture polish,
and like his father, his love of antiques sprouted early. When he
turned 14, he relished working alongside his father and grandfather. Although both his elders discouraged him from joining
them in the business, suggesting he attend law school, Nash IV
chose to join the family firm in 2008 after graduating from the
University of Georgia with a history degree.
“My great-grandfather was a coal miner and my grandfather
worked as an insurance executive. It’s sort of cool that it
culminated with my dad and I getting to work together in
our own business doing what we love,” said Nash IV. “Dad is
the expert in everything. He has a vast knowledge of appraisal,

E.W. Nash & Son, LLC; 2519 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32204; info@ewnash.com; (904) 389-1450; www.ewnash.com

historical background, and the restoration process, and he is
imparting this knowledge to me,” said Nash IV. “We do everything together. We don’t have a guy in the back that we
are managing. We each do it all, from researching the furniture
and typing appraisal reports to burnishing the furniture by
hand,” he explained, adding the company occasionally employs
subcontractors – such as Jacksonville wood carver Olivier
Flaire – for certain tasks requiring skills he and his father
don’t have.
Nash III is an associate member of the American Institute
for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works and was also
certified in the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice (USPAP) in 2006, 2012 and 2015. He holds a Certificate
in Appraisal studies in Fine Arts and Antiques from the University
of Georgia in partnership with the American Society of Appraisers
(ASA). An Accredited Senior Appraiser designated by the ASA
with a specialty in antiques and decorative arts, Nash III is
presently pursuing studies required for fine art accreditation.
“There are less than five people in the State of Florida in his
specialty with those designations,” said Nash IV.
Like his father, Nash IV has earned a Certificate in Appraisal
Studies in Fine Arts and Antiques in Partnership with the ASA.
He was certified in the USPAP in 2010 and 2015 and holds a
Candidate Member designation by the ASA. He is also an associate member of the American Institute for Conservation of
Historic and Artistic Works.
“I realized this was a niche business when I was in one of
my business classes in college and decided it would be cool to
work alongside my father. There are very few people my age
going into this kind of business, and learning the craft is only
something that can be passed down,” he said.
Although he would like nothing better than for his children,
9-year-old Laurie, 4-year-old E. William Nash V, and 2-year-old
James, to eventually follow in his footsteps, Nash IV said he
does not want them to feel obligated to do so. “I would love it
if at least one of them joined me and carried on the business,
but that is only if they like it,” he said.
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Gwen Gallagher-Howard
and G. Alan Howard
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Granting cash to women in crisis
HELPING WIN

T

hrough their brand-new nonprofit, Helping WIN, Gwen Gallagher-Howard and her husband, G. Alan Howard, are determined to
do all they can to help Jacksonville women escape poverty.
Helping WIN (Women in Need) seeks to bridge the gap between
the everyday needs of women struggling to escape poverty and the
social services available from traditional nonprofits, most of which
have limited ability to provide emergency cash assistance. Through
partnering with smaller Jacksonville social service agencies, such as
Rethreaded, Young Lives and The Adoption Authority, Helping WIN
hopes to improve the outcomes of agencies and the women they serve.
By working with established organizations serving the poverty
community, Helping WIN seeks to offer micro grants instead of loans
to the organizations’ existing clients. After the partnering agency verifies the need and makes a referral, Helping WIN may provide cash assistance in any denomination from $20 to $1,000, the maximum given
to a single client within one year. The money will be paid directly to
fund the women’s needs in any of five categories – housing, utilities,
transportation, employment, and education.
“My goal is to give women a helping hand up and out of their situation,” said Gwen, Helping WIN’s founder and executive director.
“We’re there to help women get on their feet and enable them to stay
safe and stable while they work with the referring agency’s programming. We aren’t there to do the programming. This is to help keep
women on track as they work to change their situation.”
Gwen has worked with young women in need for more than 20
years. She taught childbirth classes for the Childbirth Education

Association (CEA) at the former University Hospital as well as women’s health at Gateway Community Services. She served as a mentor to
teen mothers at Young Lives and as a doula for Labor of Love – a UF
Hospital program for unsupported pregnant women that helps with
their labor and delivery.
Alan, who sits on the nonprofit’s board of directors, insists he has
taken a backseat to his wife in establishing the nonprofit. “I’m here
to support Gwen’s passion and dedication to serve those in poverty
in this community,” he said. “I will do anything she asks of me to
advance the cause, but it’s her baby.”
Gwen said she could not find a better partner to assist her with
Helping WIN. “I wouldn’t be doing this if it weren’t for him,” she said.
“I was nervous to tell him I wanted to set up a nonprofit, but he instantly said, ‘we have to do something.’ Tears came to my eyes.”
Founder and president of Milam Howard Nicandri Gillam &
Renner, P.A., a Jacksonville law firm, Alan provided legal advice
and guidance in setting up Helping WIN as a 501(c) (3) nonprofit.
He also has provided many useful connections in the community. Alan serves as chairman of the Board of Directors of JEA and
previously served as a member of MOCA Jacksonville’s Board of
Trustees where he was chair for four years. He has also served in
leadership positions with The Florida Bar, most recently as chair
of the Business Law Section, leading 6,000 business lawyers across
the State of Florida. Alan is recognized by his peers as a multi-year
member of the Super Lawyers, Florida Legal Elite and in 2018 as a
Jacksonville Ultimate Attorney.

Helping WIN; info@HelpingWINnefl.org; (904) 831-6046; www.HelpingWINnefl.org
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The ‘Disney World of dance’
AVONDALE DANCE DIRECTIONS

At

Avondale Dance Directions it is clear to see that ballroom
dancing is not just for Grandma and Grandpa anymore!
Owned by veteran dancer John Glessner and managed by
Amber Miller Hartley, Avondale Dance Directions offers an exciting
and safe environment where would-be dancers of all ages can trip the
light fantastic by learning waltz, foxtrot, tango, rumba, cha-cha, salsa,
merengue, samba, hustle, two-step and East or West Coast swing.
“We try to create an environment where people can be the best they
can be, an environment that is warm and welcoming – an inclusive,
family type of atmosphere,” said Glessner, adding that he regards the
staff and the clients as family. “A big part of our job is to create fun.
We’re like the Disney World of dance. If you are not happy, enjoying
life and wanting to have fun, I don’t think you would feel very comfortable here,” he said.
Avondale Dance Directions offers group as well as individual private lessons in all current, popular social dances. At frequent parties,
where everyone in the studio is invited, singles find an outlet to meet
exciting, ‘like-minded’ people, and couples share the joy of mastering
a sport that emphasizes mutual communication, strength and creativity. In addition, the dance studio also offers engaged couples a venue
to prepare for that big moment at their wedding, when they are called
to the center stage for their ‘first dance’ together as a newly married
couple. “We get people ready so that if they go to a club or some other
social situation, they know how to dance. They are ready and have
some experience in how to handle a crowd and how to master floor
craft,” Glessner said. Once a year, students have the opportunity to
showcase their talents for family and friends via a performance presentation held at Florida State College Jacksonville’s Kent Campus.
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For Glessner, ‘floor craft’ came naturally. A self-taught ‘hustle maniac’, with a degree in music education from Florida State University,
Glessner became a dance instructor with the Fred Astaire Dance Studio 40 years ago after he was recruited by talent scouts at a West Palm
Beach club.“I would go to the clubs and mimic,” he said. “They taught
me how to dance so that I could teach others how to dance.”
For Hartley, dancing also came naturally. As a child, she took ballet
and tap lessons and was a member of her high school dance team. On
weekends, she often dressed in swooping skirts and took part in clogging exhibitions at county fairs. After receiving a degree in education
at the University of North Florida, Hartley taught for a year before
answering a newspaper ad and becoming a dance instructor.
Both Glessner and Hartley have competed nationally in the American
Smooth, American Rhythm and International Style categories, Dancing
with the Stars, and other Pro-Amateur competitions. Among his numerous credits and awards, Glessner and his Pro-Am competitive partner are
the two-time Pro-Am United States American Smooth Champions as well
as the Best Overall, Number One Pro-Am Couple across all categories.
Glessner and Hartley teamed up three years ago when he decided
to relocate the studio to its current Murray Hill location. At Avondale Dance Directions, in addition to teaching, Hartley oversees the
school’s day-to-day operations while Glessner teaches and works collaboratively with the team throughout the day to grow the business.
“We collaborate on most everything and we have a very good relationship,” said Hartley. “We – the entire staff – have fun with each other.”
Glessner agreed. “I can safely say that work and fun are not mutually
exclusive here,” he said. “Why live if you can’t dance? Everyone needs
to add a little dance to their life.”

Avondale Dance Directions; 1080 Edgewood Avenue South, Suite 11, Jacksonville, FL 32205
info@avondaledance.com; (904) 384-8324; www.avondaledance.com

John Glessner and
Amber Miller Hartley
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Taking your smile in the right direction
WEST DENTISTRY

G

reat news! Dentistry is no longer just about filling cavities
and white knuckles on a dental chair. Thanks to Dr. Jacqueline West and her team at West Dentistry in Riverside,
patients can benefit from many dental procedures that go far
beyond the routine examinations and cleanings. Dentistry has
taken a leap forward in comfort and focus on full body health.
West Dentistry offers many types of dental, TMJ, and cosmetic services, which includes metal-free crowns and fillings,
implant restorations, dentures, neuromuscular dentistry (elimination of headaches), and nightguards. For patients who want
to brighten or straighten their smiles they suggest Zoom!®,
KOR whitening and invisible braces system Invisalign®. Other services offered include BOTOX® and Juvéderm™ wrinkle
treatments, and full cosmetic makeovers. Their practice is
grounded in the principles that make for great general family
dentistry, but to them there is so much more!
“We provide a great service to our patients that prefer a onestop-shop type of experience. We try to complete as much inhouse as we can so that our patients aren’t inconvenienced
with traveling to other locations,” said Dr. West. “Some of our
patients are already doing beautification treatments like Botox
and Juvederm, they love being able to get their teeth cleaned and
wrinkles smoothed in the same visit.”
Dr. West and her team believe giving you everything you need
to look and feel great is at the heart of West Dentistry.
Dr. West is a 1997 graduate of Pepperdine University with a
Bachelor of Science in Sports Medicine and received her dental
degree at the University of Florida in 2001. Recently, her practice
was recognized by the UF Alumni Association as being among
the top 100 fastest-growing companies owned by UF entrepreneurs. She was also the first-ever female dentist to be recognized
as a Gator 100.
Patients find it a pleasure to visit West Dentistry. They can
expect a relaxed and laid-back atmosphere with a friendly, highly qualified, close-knit group. “I have the best team,” said West.
“My team is unique because they are always attentive to patient
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needs, promote, and recommend how we can be a better dental
office. We are more like family than we are co-workers.”
You can expect to be greeted with smiles by Lisa Peery and
Dolly Greene, hygienists Brittany Vadney and Jennifer Harrelson, and dental assistant Violet Rodriguez. Although each has
a specific role in the office, all team members are cross-trained
and can step into other roles, if necessary, at a moment’s notice.
Lisa Peery has worked alongside Dr. West for more than
12 years and serves as Practice Administrator. “Lisa is my
right-hand woman. I can’t live without her. She’s been with
me through two births and building our new addition. She is
my go-to girl and a huge asset to the practice,” said Dr. West.
“Lisa has been instrumental in the progress of the practice,
developing close relationships to our patients and the construction of our new addition.”
Greeting you with a smile at the front desk is Dolly Greene.
Greene worked for Dr. Milton Magos 28 years before he retired
and Dr. West bought his practice. “Dolly is one of the most loyal
people I know. She’s our voice on the phone and our personal link
to Dr. Magos’ patients.” When Dr. West purchased Dr. Magos’
practice off Cassat Avenue three years ago, Greene helped transition the patients to the Riverside location. “So far, the patients
have been enjoying the upgrade in technology,” Dr. West said.
The practice on Park Street is home to two dental hygienists,
Brittany Vadney and Jennifer Harrelson, with nearly 30 years
experience between the two of them.
Vadney is described by Dr. West as her “educator.” “She is a
great informer and spends the extra time to thoroughly explain
to patients their needs. She is continuously complemented on
her gentle approach,” Dr. West said.
Harrelson has been with West for six years. “Her best feature
is empathy. She’s the person who will give you a hug when you’re
having a bad day,” said Dr. West. “She takes time to put a personal touch on her appointments.”
When dental treatment is required, all nerves and anxiety is
relaxed with their certified dental assistant, Violet Rodriguez,

said Dr. West. “Violet is a very hard worker with the most positive attitude you’ve ever seen,” she said. “She also caters to our
Spanish-speaking patients.”
Dr. West is always keeping up with the latest of improvements in dental technology and procedures. She took her staff
to Nevada to train alongside well-known cosmetic dentists at
the Las Vegas Institute. “My mother was my first patient in Las
Vegas. She was unhappy with her teeth and lacked confidence
in her smile. We performed a full-smile makeover. It took 15
years off her looks, and she couldn’t be happier!” Dr. West said.
“These treatments are life-changing for a lot of people who
wish to feel better about themselves.”
Dr. West’s team is the reason she is building a new addition to her office. The plans call for nearly double the square
footage of work space and number of dental chairs to accommodate patients as needed. “Not only has my team encouraged me to move forward on the project, they are also
involved and supportive.”
With new patients coming into the practice, the West Dentistry team feels it’s important to give back to the community
that believes in them. “I set a goal every year, and we decide
what we are going to do as a team. It is good to spend time in
Jacksonville to make Jacksonville even better,” said Dr. West.
Her team has participated in 5K races, volunteered to build
homes with HabiJax, and has plans to help out in a community
soup kitchen.
West Dentistry welcomes all PPO insurance plans but while
it does not accept Medicaid or HMO insurance, it does accept
non-insured patients. “I don’t run my practice based on dental
benefits, I run it based on patient needs,” Dr. West said.
“My goal is to be a provider of excellent care, so my patients
will be able to keep their teeth,” she said. “When your mouth is
healthy, your body is healthy. It can improve your outlook and
boost your confidence. We strive to take care of our patients
from head to toe, east to west. Let us take your smile in the
right direction.”

West Dentistry; 2301 Park Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204; westdentistry@bellsouth.net; (904) 387-3333; www.westdentistry.com

Dolly Greene, Violet Rodriguez,
Dr. Jacqueline West,
Brittany Vadney, Lisa Peery,
Jennifer Harrelson
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Noura and Raymond Abi Khalil

Café beckons Middle Eastern connoisseurs
NOURA’S CAFÉ
For those who adore Middle Eastern food, Noura’s Café is more than a
restaurant, it’s a destination.
In Arabic the name “Noura” means “the light,” and the name is a perfect beacon for this one-of-a kind café that specializes in authentic Lebanese cuisine. Owned and managed by the husband and wife team of
Raymond and Noura Abi Khahil, the Lakewood café offers the kind of
dishes mama used to make, if she grew up in Beirut.
On the menu are traditional tapas – “mezzah” for the aficionado –
including kibbeh ball, za’atar dip, tabbouleh, hummus, baba ganoush,
grape leaves, and falafel – and authentic Arabic Turkish coffee. Entrees
include pita and hot sandwiches, oven pies, kabab and gyro platters,
as well as several vegan dishes and salads that resonate with flavorful,
unique ingredients known only to a Mediterranean palate.
Open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m., the café serves breakfast, lunch, and dinner,
and includes a store where Lebanese spices and groceries can be purchased.
The couple recently expanded the restaurant to include a private room,
where fine dining and parties can take place. Noura’s Café also caters wed-
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dings as well as corporate parties either at the restaurant or other locations.
Online delivery is available via Bite Squad, Uber Eats, and Grubhub.
A Lebanon native who immigrated to the United States in the 1980s,
Raymond has more than 25 years of food service experience and previously established two Jacksonville Restaurants – Akel’s Delicatessen and
Ray’s Café – before opening Noura’s Café with his wife in 2009.
As partners, Raymond oversees food preparation and the hiring and
management of kitchen personnel while Noura works on marketing and
the physical design of the restaurant. “I cannot imagine a better partner
than my wife to assist me in running our business,” said Raymond.
Before she married Raymond, Noura, who holds a master’s degree
in psychology and previously worked as a banker in Beirut, never envisioned herself working in a restaurant, let alone one in the United States.
But after she wed and immigrated to the U.S., she said loves her customers and cannot visualize herself doing anything else.
“My husband takes care of the inside (the kitchen) while I look after
the outside (dining area),” explained Noura, noting at 11 a.m. each day

she joins her husband in personally tasting every dish to ensure its quality before it is serving it to their diners.
But Noura’s Café is perhaps best known for what is not on its menu.
The restaurant serves five authentic Lebanese off-the-menu specials
daily, drawing clientele from throughout Northeast Florida. The café
began serving its well-known specials by popular request after curious
diners smelled fragrant aromas coming from the kitchen at 2 p.m. each
day when Noura cooked Raymond a special lunch from family recipes
they brought from Lebanon.
“The customers would ask ‘what are you eating?’ and my husband – he
is such a good salesperson – he would say to me, let the people try your
food,” Noura recalled. “So now we offer five hot meal specials every day,
and the customers love them. The same way we used to eat in our kitchen back home is the same way we serve them,” she said.
“It’s very time consuming to prepare our cuisine,” Noura continued.
“There are a lot of very healthy ingredients and a lot of flavor in one meal.
We grew up on these recipes. We have not Americanized anything.”

Noura’s Café; Lakewood Shopping Center, 1533 University Boulevard West, Jacksonville, FL 32217; (904) 739-0033; www.nouracafe.com

Selling treasures with integrity
MIRIAM’S JEWELRY

Leah Baggs, Benji Rust
and Miriam Alexander

Miriam’s Jewelry; www.miriamsjewelry.com
1966 San Marco Boulevard, Jacksonville, 32207; (904) 398-7393
2400 3rd Street South, Suite 105, Jacksonville Beach, 32250; (904) 339-0309

Glittering engagement rings, vintage brooches, and trendy new bracelets,
necklaces, and earrings are not the only treasures to be found at Miriam’s
Jewelry. Of equal value is the expert knowledge and reputation for
integrity Miriam Alexander and her daughters, Leah Baggs and Benji Rust,
have provided to customers and their families over many generations.
For nearly 40 years, Jacksonville residents have relied on Miriam’s Jewelry,
as the place to buy high-end fashion and estate jewelry, and for custom jewelry design, appraisals, and jewelry repair. “We are specialists in engagement
rings, loose diamonds, and colored gemstones and estate jewelry,” said Baggs.
Her mother also buys and sells antiques, crystal, china, and nearly every sterling silver cutlery pattern imaginable at the store’s San Marco location.
“Whether someone can spend thousands of dollars or a hundred, we
treat them the same,” said Alexander. “If they are on a budget, we give
them the same attention as if they were going to spend $1 million.”
Alexander started her business in her dining room by selling gold
chains to her friends and neighbors. She got the idea from her father,
Benjamin Gavronsky, a Polish Holocaust survivor who learned the gold
and diamond trade after he immigrated to Jacksonville and needed to
support his family. “When I was young, Dad said to me, ‘If you get into
gold, diamonds, and real estate, you could make it in life,’” she recalled.
Later Alexander earned degrees from the Gemological Institute of
America (GIA) and expanded her jewelry concession to a small office near
the Southbank. As her business grew, she moved to several other San Marco
locations before settling in the Square and opening a boutique location in
Jacksonville Beach.
“Mom started alone as a solo person, but Leah and I have been her partners since we were kids, because she took us shopping at the New York
shows,” said Rust. “We were her little companions, and we helped her pick
out jewelry. I sold my first sapphire ring when I was 15.”
Although they helped during school vacations, Alexander encouraged
her daughters to prepare for other careers. Baggs earned a psychology
degree from University of Florida and had started graduate school before
dropping out to attend GIA in New York. “I knew it would be way more fun
selling engagement rings than taking graduate psychology classes.”
Rust also took a brief detour before partnering with her mom. A graduate of UF, she earned a Juris Doctor degree and practiced law before joining the firm. “I knew I wanted to expand my mom’s business when I finished undergrad, but I went to law school because I got accepted,” she said.
“I figured I would do it as back-up because Mom always told me a family
business is not always a secure job.”
As partners, each member of the trio contributes something different,
said Baggs. “I like to design jewelry. Mom is gifted at buying jewelry and
understanding its value. Benji does it all. She is intelligent and intuitive in
connecting with our customers.”
Rust agreed. “We contribute equally the same amount,” she said. “When
we go to buy jewelry as a team we find, if one of us likes something, it will
sell. If two of us like it, it will sell like crazy, and if all three of us like it, it
will be the hottest line in the store.”
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Lindsay and Scott Meyer
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Pioneering crops from colonial days
CONGAREE & PENN FARMS

By

planting crops from Florida’s past, Scott and Lindsay
Meyer took a step into the future.
Owners of Congaree and Penn, a small, integrated
farm that is a favorite of local chefs, foodies, and
friends of sustainability in Northeast Florida, the Meyers are
making good business by growing several crops native to Florida, which haven’t been capitalized upon since colonial times.
As the only farm in the Sunshine State that mills its own
rice fresh all year long, Congaree and Penn is also home to the
largest and youngest mayhaw orchard in the world. Also found
on its 320-acre spread in North Jacksonville are olive trees,
muscadine grapes, blackberries, as well as an apiary, and a few
“experimental” crops, such as plums, pears, persimmons, fig,
mulberry, and pomegranate trees.
“We are making a business out of things that used to be grown
in Florida, but nobody bothers with anymore,” said Scott. “We
are trying to pioneer the commercial production of mayhaw
trees and other native crops right here in Jacksonville.”
A studio art and environmental science major at Texas
Christian University (TCU), Scott worked first as a field biologist in Wyoming before studying for his master’s degree in
aquaculture at the University of Miami’s Rosenstiel School of
Marine and Atmospheric Sciences. Lindsay, a graphic design
major who he met at TCU, grew up on a farm in New Mexico
where her grandfather still grows chili peppers, cotton, pecans,
alfalfa, onions, and corn. “It was very serendipitous that we
ended up on a farm again,” she said.
Scott, who grew up in Avondale and graduated from Episcopal High School, was exposed to tree farming early. His father,
Jeff Meyer, grew landscaping trees as the owner of The Big Tree
Company, which covered some of the land where Congaree
and Penn Farm now resides.
Jeff Meyer held onto some of his land after he sold The Big
Tree Company in 1994. When the recession hit in 2008, he
stopped planting trees and left the land to hay, said Scott. “Dad

offered me the land and wanted me to help him come up with
a plan of what to do with it. I thought I might start a fish farm.
We started growing rice, and my initial idea was to use it for
filtration, for a settling pond for eventual fish production,” he
said, adding the clay-like soil in Jacksonville is perfect for rice
because it holds water well. “Rice was grown here historically,
in the 1700 and 1800s, but went away after the Civil War.”
In 2014, when Chef Tom Gray of Moxie Kitchen discovered
the Meyers were growing rice locally, he bought the first 20
pounds produced by the farm, recalled Scott. “Then the fish
business went off to the side because all the chefs found out
we were growing and milling rice in Jacksonville,” he said. “We
went into the rice milling business because we had to have
money coming in.”
In addition to Gray, some chefs who frequently buy rice
from Congaree and Penn are Sam Efron of Taverna San Marco,
Jon Insetta of Restaurant Orsay, and Brian Whittington of Preserved Restaurant in St. Augustine.
Producing juice from mayhaw trees, which naturally grow
wild in swampy areas of Jacksonville, is also lucrative, because
restaurateurs and local specialty food stores are interested in
carrying mayhaw jelly and shrub, a sought-after drinking vinegar used in cocktails, marinades, and salad dressings, said
Scott. Starting with 500 trees in 2015, the Meyers expanded
their mayhaw orchard to 2,500 trees over 30 acres last year and
will be planting an additional 5,000 trees in 2019, which they
have just completed grafting this spring.
In 2017, oil pressed on the farm from Georgia-grown pecans was featured in Garden and Gun Magazine and is now
sold in three Williams-Sonoma stores in Florida and Georgia. This year, the couple’s goal is to blend hard-apple cider
with other fruits and have it available in bars and restaurants
throughout the state.
Congaree and Penn’s tranquil, rural setting, with its signature live oak tree and small creek wandering nearby, is also a

Congaree and Penn; 11830 Old Kings Road, Jacksonville, FL 32219; (904) 527-1945; www.congareeandpenn.com

popular setting for community events and weddings, which are
often held underneath the oak’s wide-spread branches.
As partners, the Meyers complement each other perfectly, with Scott overseeing the farm and managing production,
while Lindsay, who oversees community relations and event
planning, uses her creativity in marketing, by designing logos,
packaging, and the farm’s website.
“Scott’s more on the production end and the making-sureeverything-happens side of things. I’m the one that polishes,
presents, and makes everything look professional. I’m in charge
of our brand and how the public sees us.” she continued. “We’re
lucky we have significant talents and together they mesh very
well,” Lindsay said.
“We balance each other out,” Scott agreed, noting Lindsay’s
talents that have provided great graphic, web, and packaging design all done in-house. “I always tell Lindsay we would never be
where we are without her. She makes sure we always look good.”
As the couple continues to find ways to bring their products to Jacksonville tables, the farm itself has become a culinary destination. Annually a crawfish boil is held in April and
a fish fry in November. Farm-to-table dining events are held
throughout the year, featuring local and out-of-town chefs,
who use all local and seasonal ingredients.
In February 2018, the couple initiated a Farmer’s Table dinner series, which is managed by former Kitchen on San Marco
Chef Ryan Randolph, who joined the staff in November 2017.
“I brought him on to help me with the cider project, and we
eventually talked about in-house catering. It’s nice to have someone who can fully plan and execute these dinners,” said Scott.
“One of our biggest goals is to be involved with the culinary
scene,” said Lindsay. “We also want to bring people to the farm
to enjoy a more elevated farm-to-table experience by offering
higher-end, multi-course meals and wine-pairing events. We
are just getting into this, and we want to grow it, so we can
offer a really different culinary experience.”
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Focusing on the individual
RIVERSIDE E YE & LASER SPECIALISTS

T

he office of Riverside Eye and Laser Specialists, with its unique
blend of history and state-of-the-art technology, perfectly reflects
the longtime experience of Charles P. Adams, Jr, M.D. and Brittany
Ransom Agee, M.D.
The historic exterior of their office at 1034 Riverside Avenue, has
changed very little since it was built in 1927. The interior surroundings
retain the cozy atmosphere of a single-family home, while including
the ultra-modern, high-tech equipment of a contemporary ophthalmology practice.
“We want our office to be comfortable, not overly clinical,” said Dr.
Agee, noting their friendly staff help patients feel cared for and secure.
“Patients always comment on how they love the old home with its
history and décor.”
Riverside Eye offers cataract evaluation and surgery, premium
intraocular lens implants, dry-eye treatment, diabetic eye exams and
treatment, glaucoma screening and management, treatment for corneal
disorders and corneal transplants.
Although nearly a generation separates Dr. Adams and Dr. Agee,
the partners share the same vision for their practice and enjoy
collaborating on more complex cases. “Our patients benefit from
having access to an in-house second opinion,” said Dr. Adams. “Our
personalities and our bedside manner set us apart from other doctors.
Our goal is to provide personalized care based on an individual’s
needs, values, and experiences.”
“We use each other’s strengths to our patients’ benefit,” explained
Dr. Agee. “We both enjoy engaging with our patients and advocating
on their behalf so that they receive the highest level of care.”
After graduating with honors from Emory University, Dr. Adams
earned his medical doctorate in 1978 from Emory Medical School
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and performed his residency at Georgetown University in Washington,
D.C. When he established a private practice in Jacksonville in 1984,
he was the first fellowship-trained corneal specialist in town, having
previously served at the internationally recognized Wills Eye Hospital
in Philadelphia, Penn., and as a visiting fellow at Moorsfields Eye
Hospital in London, England.
A member of the American College of Surgeons, Dr. Adams is a
clinical Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology at the University of
Florida. He has also served as the medical director of the North Florida
Lions Eye Bank.
Dr. Agee also boasts a prestigious medical pedigree. In 2011, she
received her medical degree from Louisiana State University School
of Medicine where she graduated in the top 10 percent of her class
and was inducted into the Alpha Omega Alpha National Medical
Honor Society. She then completed an internal medicine internship
at Tulane Medical Center in New Orleans. Next, she was accepted
into the ophthalmology program at the University of Texas
Southwestern in Dallas, the nation’s largest ophthalmology residency
program. Dr. Agee has received advanced training in the latest
cataract surgery techniques, including laser-assisted surgery and
a variety of premium intraocular lens implants. She has been in
practice in Jacksonville since 2015 and joined Dr. Adams in February
2017 as his partner.
“There is a satisfaction in being able to maintain traditional doctor-patient relationships and values in our modern era of medicine,”
said Dr. Adams. “Our attention is drawn to every aspect of patient
satisfaction, and this is what sets us apart and helps us exceed our
patients’ expectations.”

Riverside Eye and Laser Specialists; 1034 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32204
(904) 354-2114; www.RiversideEyeandLaser.com

Dr. Brittany Agee and
Dr. Charles P. Adams
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Katherine Schnauss Naugle
and P. Cameron Naugle, Jr
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Preparing for the end of life
NAUGLE FUNERAL HOME AND CREMATION SERVICES,
NAUGLE SCHNAUSS FUNERAL HOME AND THE LAW OFFICE OF K ATHERINE SCHNAUSS NAUGLE

N

othing is certain except death and taxes, the old saying goes.
Fortunately, P. Cameron Naugle, Jr. of Naugle Funeral Home
and Cremation Services, and his wife, Katherine Schnauss
Naugle, an attorney, are perfect partners, available to help families
prepare for both eventualities before the time comes.
While Cameron oversees funeral homes on both sides of the
river and is available to handle the final arrangements for families
of all religious faiths and circumstances, Katherine practices
complementary aspects within the legal profession, including
elder law, estate planning, probate, and guardianship.
“Our businesses work well together because the kind of law
I practice seems to work well with what Cameron does at the
funeral home. It really has ended up as a strong partnership,”
said Katherine. “People will come in to do their wills, their trusts,
durable power of attorney, and other documents, and then they
look to do pre-needs (pre-planning of funeral arrangements), so
it will be less stressful for their family when the time comes.
“Funerals are going to happen at some point,” she continued.
“Pre-needs give families an idea, something to go on. I tend to
refer a lot of pre-needs to Cameron, and he tends to refer a lot
of probate work to me,” she said, adding that her law practice
is entirely separate from his funeral business, and her clients
occasionally make arrangements with other funeral homes.
“It’s kind of a one-stop shop,” Cameron agreed. “With pre-need,
you don’t have people saying, ‘we didn’t know what Mama wanted
or what’s going to happen to her and Pop.’ Pre-need takes the
burden off the family. It’s like insurance for people. You don’t plan
on crashing your car, but you have insurance in case you do.”
Positioned so that its landmark time and temperature sign
is clearly visible to travelers on I-95, the Naugle Funeral Chapel
on Hendricks Avenue in San Marco is Jacksonville’s oldest
family-owned funeral home and has served the community for
100 years. Following in the footsteps of three generations of
funeral directors that came before him, Cameron has modernized

the San Marco facility since he took over as president of the
company six years ago. His father, Paul Naugle, assists him as a
senior funeral director and has joined his wife, Patty, in opening
a crematory on the property recently.
Three years ago, Cameron and his wife expanded their funeral
business by opening Naugle Schnauss Funeral Home in Riverside.
The Riverside parlor occupies space that once housed the
ophthalmology practice of Katherine’s father, Dr. Roy Harris
Schnauss, and is next door to Katherine’s law office. Schnauss,
who has retired from his medical practice, aids in the management of the Riverside funeral home and Katherine’s brother,
Roy Schnauss, is its operations manager.
“Being treated by a family funeral home and not a big chain
is very economical,” said Katherine. “We don’t have the overhead
the big guys do. Our prices are very competitive, and each of
our clients gets excellent service,” she said. “We can do what
they do, and our prices are better, honestly.”
Born and brought up in San Jose, Cameron attended The
Bolles School, Landon Middle School, and graduated from
Wolfson High School in 1969. He has degrees from Gupton Jones
College of Funeral Services in Decatur, Georgia, and worked for
a large funeral corporation in Atlanta before returning to
Jacksonville to earn a business degree from the University of
North Florida.
Licensed as both an embalmer and funeral director, Cameron
said he was “called” to become an undertaker. “I always knew I
wanted to be in the family business,” he said. “When I was young,
I would leave Landon and walk to the funeral home where I would
sweep the parking lot and wash the limousines and hearses. I was
brought up totally in the funeral culture, and I loved doing jobs
with my dad. My father told me when I was young, ‘if you want
to do this, I will help you, but if you want to do something else,
this is always available to you later if it calls to you.’ I found it
called to me and I enjoy it. Every day I can’t wait to get into work

and help somebody,” he said. “Working with people at the lowest
point of their lives and holding their hands through the darkness
is very rewarding.”
Like her husband, Katherine said being of service to her clients
is her favorite part of working as a lawyer.
“The best part of my job is sitting down with the families and
figuring out what they need and how I can help them,” she said.
Born and raised in Ortega Forest, Katherine’s family has long
roots in Jacksonville. Four generations of her family were
prominent physicians and her grandfather Fauntleroy “Roy”
Harris Schnauss, a general practitioner/pediatrician, delivered
nearly half of the babies in Jacksonville, she said.
A graduate of The Bolles School, Katherine received a bachelor’s
degree from Emory University in Atlanta as well a law degree
and Master of Business Administration from Stetson University.
While working in civil litigation at a large law firm, she married
Cameron and decided she wanted to branch out on her own.
Over the past three years she has been recognized as a “Super
Lawyer” in her field, a kudo received by only five percent of
lawyers in Florida. A past president of the Jacksonville Women’s
Lawyers Association, she has also been named a “Leader in Law”
by the Florida Association of Women Lawyers.
“One of the last things I tell my clients when they come in
to sign their documents is to come back and see me – or if
that is not possible, another lawyer – in five years. The laws
that regulate estate planning often change, especially concerning
Powers of Attorney and healthcare surrogates. Everyone needs
to have updated documents because a will doesn’t address
that,” Katherine said.
Cameron said he can’t imagine a better partner than Katherine
to help him in his business and life. “She’s more Type A, and I’m
a real relaxed Type B, but it takes that to make a great partnership,”
he said. Katherine agreed. “He’s very good for me and for his
clients because he is always very calm.”

Naugle Funeral Home and Cremation Services; 1203 Hendricks Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32207; (904) 396-1611; www.nauglefuneral.com
Naugle-Schnauss Funeral Home; 8008 Margaret Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204; (904) 683-9288; (904) 575-9993; www.naugleschnauss.com
The Law Office of Katherine Schnauss Naugle; 810 Margaret Street, Jacksonville, FL 32204; knaugle@jaxlawteam.com; (904) 366-2703; www.jaxlawteam.com
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Ray Ware’s powerful partnership a 30-year design worth the wait
RAY WARE HARDWARE

I

t’s doubtful Ray Ware knew when he opened his little Jacksonville
hardware store in 1939 it would grow in to the commercial
and residential powerhouse it is today.
“There aren’t many local family-owned operations that have
been in the business as long as we have. We try to be the best in
our industry by providing topnotch expertise and great customer
service,” said Ray Ware President Jason Kuder.
Jason Kuder is the fourth generation to be at the helm of
Ray Ware Hardware and he has been the driving force behind
the company’s tremendous growth since 2008 – growth he
admits would not be possible without surrounding himself
with a team of strong talent.
Ray Ware’s flagship, its large Avondale area showroom, is
run by a trio of such talent – Manager Vonda Walker, Barbara
Denny, and Karah Juergens – who local homebuilders and
designers seek out for the latest products and advice. Open to
the public, the showroom displays fine hardware, lighting and
plumbing fixtures, and boasts what is probably the largest
display of cabinet knobs and pulls in the state of Florida.
Ray Ware’s showroom success has developed much like a
designer building a storyboard.
It began with inspiration.
Vonda Walker, a Jacksonville native, said that it’s a sort of
inspiration she feels knowing that every day, in homes from the
Hamptons to Bermuda to New Mexico to Miami, there are people
using products she helped them choose.
“I enjoy what I do. I love working with designers, homeowners,
and contractors. Even though I’ve been here 30 years, I still learn
something new every day. Different applications come in, and no
job is ever the same. We have customers with different styles and
goals, and we try to help each client realize their vision,” she said.
“It’s always a ‘Wow’ experience when you work with Vonda,”
said Kuder. “There are not many people in this industry with
Vonda’s level of talent, expertise, and customer service. I’m so
grateful to have someone on our team who has the knowledge
of the industry that she brings to the table. Everybody who works
with Vonda remembers they have worked with Vonda, even if it
was 5 or 10 years ago,” Kuder continued. “It’s nice that after 30
years she still gets inspired and is still passionate about her career.”
Any designer knows with your storyboard inspiration intact,
as was the case with Walker’s exceptional reputation in hardware,
you build around it.
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Originally from California, Barbara Denny moved from
Oklahoma three years ago and joined Ray Ware with 16 years of
experience in the decorative plumbing industry.
“When we hired Barbara, her proclivity was in decorative
plumbing. At that point, Ray Ware really only had dipped its toe
in the waters of plumbing, but now that she’s here, she’s really
helped us make a bigger splash,” said Kuder. “We don’t just have
our toe in plumbing now. We’re as good as anybody in the decorative
plumbing business, and we couldn’t have done it without her.”
Denny entered the plumbing field by accident and had no
intention of making it a career. “I started in a showroom pretty
much like Ray Ware’s, but as an administrative assistant,” she
said. “I learned everything on the backside of the business and
over the years slowly started working in the showroom. When
I started working with people, I loved it.”
“I just love when people come in with just an idea; something
they’ve seen in a magazine or a tile or piece of fabric as an inspiration,” said Denny. “We listen. We draw on what we know about
product. We advise about product lines within their budget that
would be perfect for what they’re envisioning, and hopefully when
we’re through we’ve helped them create something wonderful.”
Denny’s experience and passion becomes evident when asked
about product. “The Freestanding Air Masseur Bath from BainUltra
is, in my opinion, a vastly underrated product. I think if people
truly understood the health benefits of hydro-thermo massage,
there would be more interest in this type of bath system,” she
said. “Aesthetically, I’ve been really impressed with the strides
taken in shared functionality of the dual-controlled thermostatic
showers; you get the benefit of multiple functions, sleek, cleaner
lines and have a less-cluttered look.”
While Walker and Denny have cross-trained so they are up
to speed in each other’s respective fields, Karah Juergens has
been learning from two of the best in the business and then
adding her own sense of design.
A graduate of UNF, Juergens’ experience is in retail and fashion
merchandise and she has found her fashion background has lent
itself to the design aspect of her current profession. “I never thought
I could get excited over fixtures, but I really have,” Juergens said.
It’s not hard to discern where Juergens’ design eye originated.
“My mom is Brazilian and is very passionate about current fashions
and trends. It’s almost part of the culture. She comes from a heavily
influenced art background – all the way from earning a degree in

the ‘Plastic Arts’ (which translates to Visual Arts here in the U.S.),
to teaching art classes herself. My dad also owns a landscaping
business, where he truly enjoys the beauty in which the professional
placement of greenery can create and inspire,” she says.
When asked about fashion in the decorative fixture industry,
her attention immediately turns to lighting. “I love the sparkle,
glitz and glamour of lighting. You can make such a statement
with just one piece. Right now, Mitzi is a very exciting line –
very edgy – very cool. The copper finish is so fashion forward
and so versatile. It looks amazing with earth tones and is an
aesthetically pleasing blend of raw and rustic chic,” she said.
“Karah is a rising star in our industry,” said Kuder. “She
brings the unique combination of both a technical and creative
approach and really enjoys working with designers and helping
customers. She’s also redeveloped our website and made us
more of a presence on social media. Our new Instagram account
is amazing. She has really brought us into the 21st century.”
When asked about working with Denny and Juergens, Walker
says, “It’s always a pleasure when you enjoy the people you work
with. With all of our experience, it’s so nice to be able to bounce
ideas back and forth between the three of us. It’s really a benefit
to everyone to have multiple perspectives. The combination of
product variety, experience, and ingenuity that we have in our
showroom right now has never had me so excited about what
we can offer our clients.”
“Everyone here is family. Although we’ve got a diverse group
with a lot of different strengths, they work well as a team.
This is not an easy industry to get into, and there is no college
course to learn this stuff. You’ve got to be good at sales and
have a technical understanding of how all the parts and pieces
work. Most of all, you have to be good at customer service,”
said Kuder. “The experience designers, contractors and
homeowners get from working hands-on with our professionals
is the difference maker because the quality of our products
is already well-known.”
Most storyboard designs don’t take 30 years to create but
Ray Ware’s storyboard isn’t an ordinary design. The base of
this storyboard is not integrated by product. The base of their
design is the people – Vonda Walker, Barbara Denny and Karah
Juergens. They are what’s cohesive and what you can build
around – an eclectic mix of background and talent.
This trio, this Powerful Partnership, was a design worth the wait.

Ray Ware Hardware; 4048 Herschel St, Jacksonville, FL 32205; (904) 389-6659; www.rayware.com

Barbara Denny, Vonda Walker,
and Karah Juergens
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Cool heads amidst market volatility
OT TERSON ALLISON WEALTH MANAGEMENT
GROUP OF RAYMOND JAMES
Grace under pressure, especially in times of financial volatility, is what
Patricia S. Otterson and her son-in-law, Caleb Cronic, bring to clients at
Otterson and Allison Wealth Management Group of Raymond James.
Specializing in investment strategies for individual portfolios, Otterson Allison Wealth Management offers several levels of services for
financial, retirement, and legacy planning based on the complexity of
each client’s personal situation. Each of its custom portfolios reflects the
client’s unique needs and tolerance for risk. “In our management process, we start by setting an asset allocation that would be appropriate,
then we make security selections to create the portfolio,” said Otterson.
“Because each portfolio is tailored to the needs of the client, we can be
flexible and make adjustments proactively when situations change.”
A 35-year veteran in the investment and financial services industry,
Otterson’s expertise lies in navigating both bull and bear markets. She
has served many of her clients for decades and has helped them pass
their wealth to younger generations.
A graduate of Grove City College in Pennsylvania, where she earned
an accounting degree, Otterson first worked as a certified public accountant before becoming a financial advisor and stock broker with
Dean Witter Reynolds. Later she earned a Certified Investment Management Analyst (CIMA) designation and Investment Strategist certification from Wharton School of Business.
Known by the deep caring she has for each of her clients, Otterson
teamed up with Norman R. Allison, a former lawyer with a forte for
market analysis, more than 20 years ago to create the wealth management group that bears their names. Sherill Christopher, who holds a
Chartered Retirement Planning Counselor (CRPC) certification, handles operations, account servicing, and compliance and has been with
the company 15 years.
Cronic was invited to become a licensed financial advisor and join the
firm in 2017. Prior to earning his financial certifications, he completed
six years of service as a lieutenant in the United States Navy, honing his
steadfast, confident demeanor as a ship driver and overseer of security
on the USS New York and USS James E. Williams.
Cronic brings geopolitical savvy to the group as an alumnus of the
United States Naval Academy, where he holds a Bachelor of Science degree in International Relations, and Liberty University where he earned
a Master’s in Public Policy. He and his wife, Kristin, also a Naval Academy
graduate, have a 15-month-old daughter, Eleanor, and a son on the way.
“It is very rewarding to meet with clients and design strategies that
help them reach their financial goals, so they can live the life they want
to live,” said Cronic.
Raymond James Financial Advisors do not render advice on tax or legal matters. Raymond James
does not provide accounting services. Investments & Wealth InstituteTM (The Institute) is the owner
of the certification mark “CIMA®,” the service marks Certified Investment Management AnalystSM.
Use of CIMA® or Certified Investment Management AnalystSM signifies that the user has successfully completed The Institute’s initial and ongoing credentialing requirements for investment management professionals. Raymond James & Associates, Inc. Member New York Stock Exchange/SIPC
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Patricia S. Otterson and Caleb Cronic

245 Riverside Avenue, Suite 500, Jacksonville, FL 32202; (904) 858-4100; www.ottersonallison.com

Charles Sorenson, Howard Coker,
Matthew Posgay, Daniel Iracki,
Aaron Sprague, John J. “Jake” Schickel

Coker Law finds a team strategy is a successful strategy
COKER LAW TRIAL AT TORNEYS
Howard Coker, John J. “Jake” Schickel, Charles Sorenson, Matthew
Posgay, Dan Iracki, and Aaron Sprague, all partners at Coker Law, say
their role is more akin to Robin Hood’s.
“It’s really satisfying to help someone when they have been hurt
through no fault of their own,” said Posgay. “We make sure people,
corporations, or insurance companies take responsibility. We play by
the rules and hold people accountable. There is nothing more rewarding
than to see the overwhelming relief in our clients when we have
improved their lives and in many cases the livelihood of their family,”
added Posgay.
The firm of expert attorneys represents clients who have suffered
catastrophic or major injuries. With more than 1,000 cases tried to
verdict and more than $300 million in recoveries for its clients since its
inception in 1976, Coker Law brings more personal injury cases to trial
annually than any other law firm in Duval County.
The firm attributes its success to its strategy of approaching each
case as if it were going to trial. That is significant because not all firms
have the manpower or finances to work cases that can take years to
resolve. “If there is a case that is problematic or has some real challenges
that need to be solved, we’re usually involved because of our years of
experience and depth of knowledge,” said Coker, one of three founding

partners in the firm. “There’s too much riding on the result for our
client, for us not to be experts in trial work,” added Posgay.
“Coker Law is also different from other personal injury law firms because
of its team approach,” said Schickel. “Clients meet every lawyer and staff
member involved with their case during their first interview.”
“A lot of firms have what they call case managers,” explained Coker.
“We don’t approach cases that way. You meet everybody who is going
to work with you in the initial interview, and they will continue to work
the case until it’s completed. We found that we learn more about the
client and can be stronger advocates for them if we are all involved from
the beginning.”
“Our process has proven successful,” said Sprague. Using this team
approach allows the firm to determine which attorney is best suited to
prepare the case and if they or another attorney is the best fit once it
goes to trial. “It’s never about ego or ownership,” Iracki added. “The
priority is always what is best for the client and their case.”
“What stands out to clients who hire Coker Law from other firms is
its treatment of them as individuals,” said Sorenson. “We aren’t a big
business where we have to churn through people or settle a certain
number of cases,” he said. “Every case is handled individually with a lot
of personal attention.”

The firm was founded more than 40 years ago by Coker, Schickel,
and Sorenson, who have known each other since high school. All of the
named partners are “board certified” civil trial lawyers, a designation
held by less than two percent of all lawyers in Florida.
Each of Coker Law’s partners have contributed to the firm’s “basketful”
of laurels. Five are members of the American Board of Trial Advocates
(ABOTA), an invitation-only national honorary society, with Sprague’s
admission in the works. Coker, Schickel, and Iracki were recently named
to the Jacksonville Business Journal’s “Ultimate Attorneys” list, and
Coker recently received its Lifetime Achievement Award.
Giving back to the community is a founding principal at Coker Law.
The firm and its partners support a variety of nonprofits including
Jacksonville’s Child Cancer Fund, The Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens,
the Jacksonville Public Library, Dreams Come True, Guardian Ad Litem,
Habijax, and area little league teams. The firm will also be involved with
improving the driver’s education program at Wolfson High School with
the donation of a virtual vehicle to help create safer streets by developing
smarter drivers.
“Whenever we get involved, we take an active role,” said Coker. “We
are not passive people, we are passionate about improving the lives of
the people in our community.”

Coker Law Trial Attorneys; 136 East Bay Street, Jacksonville, FL 32202; info@cokerlaw.com; (904)-356-6071; www.cokerlaw.com
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Doug McGregor,
Mark Fechtel,
Jason Duffney
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One-stop landscaping shop marks 30 years
EARTH WORKS UNLIMITED

I

t’s hard to believe Doug McGregor and Mark Fechtel had only
a pickup truck and a lawn mower when they started their
landscaping business in 1988.
This year, as they celebrate the 30th anniversary of Earth
Works Unlimited, the family-owned business has grown into
an award-winning, one-stop landscaping mecca, boasting 55
employees, an updated fleet of trucks and large equipment, and
a flourishing garden center. The full-service operation is spread
over close to three acres on Beach Boulevard.
“We work hard to fill the growing need in Jacksonville for
creative, high-quality landscape design, installation, and maintenance,” said Terri McGregor, Doug’s wife. “Our garden center
is a one-of-a-kind retail store, where our friendly service and
knowledgeable staff set us apart from the competition. We want
to be a helpful resource for Jacksonville residents, from first-time
homebuyers to competent gardeners.”
With landscape architects on staff, Earth Works provides its
customers with the opportunity to take their outdoor living
projects from architectural design to installation. Anything is
possible: paver patios, walkways, walls, fireplaces, pergolas,
summer kitchens, lush landscaping, water features, ponds,

Doug McGregor and Mark Fechtel

landscape lighting, irrigation, and drainage. All kinds of foliage,
including houseplants and full-grown trees, are available in the
garden center, as well as all the extras to make yards or gardens
beautiful year-round, including wind chimes, pottery, birdbaths,
trellises, fountains, and garden art. The company also provides
lawn maintenance, fertilization, and pest control services.
“We really are a one-stop shop,” said Fechtel. “We can help
our customers on any level. If a customer wants us to do the
whole project for them, we can. If they have a project they need
some help with, we can facilitate that. We are very good educators.
We can teach people how to do it. Or, if someone would rather
do the project themselves, they can buy their supplies here. We
are happy to help in that way, too,” he said.
Living in Jacksonville at the time, McGregor and Fechtel and
their wives met by chance during a wedding in St. Petersburg.
“Our good friends said we had to meet Doug and Terri because
they are a fun couple,” said Fechtel. “Little did we know that
eight months later we were going to start our own business.”
After graduating from college with finance degrees, McGregor
was working as a banker and Fechtel was a financial planner
for an insurance company when they decided to make the
change. “We loved our jobs until the market crashed in 1987.
Then our positions were threatened,” McGregor recalled. “We
decided to walk away from our coat-and-tie jobs. Neither of
us had kids or big mortgages, so we planned our exit strategy
and started the company.
“I had worked in a garden center growing up and Mark mowed
grass as the ‘boy next door’. We knew landscaping was the kind
of work we liked,” McGregor continued. “We laugh when people
ask us how we started. We tell them we bought a brand new
truck without telling our wives.”
Beginning with lawn maintenance, the pair soon expanded
their services to irrigation and landscaping. In 1999, they bought
a swath of heavily wooded land bordering Beach Boulevard from
George Hodges and his wife, Kernan, and cleared it themselves,
installing an irrigation system and a trailer, which became the
first Earth Works Garden Center. A few years later when Terri
and Fechtel’s wife, Patricia, joined the garden center crew, it
became a family affair.
Jason Duffney, who recently joined McGregor and Fechtel as
a junior business partner, was hired first by the firm in 2003 as
a part-time employee while he was a freshman at the University

Earth Works Unlimited; 12501 Beach Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL 32246; (904) 996-0712; www.earthworksjax.com

of North Florida. “Jason started with us when he was 19 years
old. He’s been with us 15 years and now at 33 he is one of our
business partners,” said Fechtel.
A native of Lecanto, Florida, Duffney had previous experience
working in a nursery as a teenager before he moved to
Jacksonville to earn a finance degree from the University of
North Florida. “I came in as a nursery kid pulling weeds and
making deliveries,” he said. After helping a vendor make ponds,
Duffney decided he could do the work himself and contemplated starting a pond business of his own when McGregor
and Fechtel approached him with a proposition.
“They wrangled me in and said, ‘Don’t be stupid. Let’s talk
about how all of us can grow,’” Duffney recalled. In charge of
Earth Works’ pond operations, he has built it into the award-winning Water Garden division it is today.
As Earth Works’ third business partner, Duffney’s mission
is to update and streamline the company so it can serve customers better.
Working together, the three men balance each other out
well, said McGregor. “Mark and I have totally different personalities,” he explained. “I’m more Type A and he’s a laid-back
kind of guy. I think we’ve had 10 disagreements in 30 years.
We like each other. We’re real good friends and our families
are real good friends.”
In the business, Duffney heads operations, McGregor oversees
finances, and Fechtel manages sales. “Mark and Doug are polar
opposites and I fall somewhere in the middle which makes for
a nice blend,” Duffney said. “If we are dealing with clients or
employees, everyone brings a different skill to the table.”
In addition to providing innovative, top-quality landscape
services, Earth Works also believes in giving back to the community. The company often assists Eagle Scouts with landscaping
projects and actively supports the Alzheimer’s Association and
Dig Local Network. Each week, young men from the Alden Road
Exceptional Student Center join their facilitator and assist in
the nursery, unloading trucks, pricing, and rooting plants.
Recently, Earth Works hired two of the young men providing
them with their first jobs, said Terri.
“It’s the people at Earth Works that make it special,” said
Fechtel. “We’ve developed our company into a team of employees
that love to help people. Everyone here has a passion for what
they do.”
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Love of law, diversity joins couple
PARRA HARRIS LAW AND HARRIS GUIDI ROSNER P. A .

“S

alt and pepper” is how Robert Harris warmly describes his partnership
But it is in their very different backgrounds where the diversity begins.
with his wife, Paola Parra Harris. Two of Jacksonville’s top attorneys,
Robert grew up within Jacksonville’s Jewish community and raised
his older children as he was raised. Things changed 15 years ago when
Harris and his wife share a love for the law, but bring diversity to
their marriage through the parenting of their two young sons.
he married Paola, a staunch Catholic, and they had two little boys, Lucas
“We are really salt and pepper, and in life you need both,” Robert said. and Marcus.
“Before I married Paola, we only celebrated Hanukkah and never had
“Paola has a very different perspective on many things than I do, and it
adds to both of us,” he said. “Robert is very good at certain things and I
a Christmas tree in our home. Now we celebrate Christmas, and Easter,
am better at others so, in this way, we complement each other,” Paola said. too,” he said. “I hang with a much younger, more diverse crowd these
A founding partner in Harris Guidi Rosner P.A., Robert specializes days, and my habits are a lot different than they used to be,” he said.
in personal injury cases at the full-service law firm, which also handles “Now I’m friends mainly with my old friends’ kids.”
One of 300,000 Cuban refugees transported as part of the Freedom
criminal, civil, Social Security disability, worker’s compensation, and
family law.
Flights, Paola came to the United States with her mother, grandmother
Paola, who worked at Harris Guidi for 18 years, now heads her own
and two aunts in 1969 when she was 45 days old. She grew up in Miami
firm, Parra Harris Law, a bilingual (Spanish/English) family law and did not learn English until she started kindergarten. Her father, a
physician, was unable to leave Cuba and eventually died there, having
boutique she started two years ago with her husband’s blessing. Paola
specializes in complex family law litigation, including divorce, custody,/ never known his daughter. “Paola has lived a life of tremendous adversity,
timesharing, domestic violence injunctions, family adoptions, mod- which I didn’t have growing up,” Robert said. “I am grateful for my
ifications and contempt matters together with her team of two attorneys
mother and grandmother’s efforts to ensure the freedom and opportuand four support litigation staff. Licensed to practice in Florida and
nities I have been able to enjoy. It is for this reason that I find it important
Georgia, she is active in Jacksonville’s legal, civic and Hispanic com- to help the immigrant and Hispanic community,” she said.
munity and helped form the Hispanic Bar Association of Northeast
Members of San Jose Catholic Church, the family also accompanies
Florida, serving as founding president.
Robert to Temple occasionally. “We want to share his heritage,” she
“For 10 years, Paola and I talked about her setting up her own law firm, said. “He’s Jewish, so the children and I respect and honor that. It’s part
then one day two years ago she looked up and said, ‘let’s go find me some
of our heritage as Christians, too.”
space,’” Robert recalled. Within the week they bought a building on St.
Robert and Paola are passionate about volunteering as a family. Paola
Augustine Road, and three weeks later Paola had hired her staff. “The
served as chair of the Catholic Charities Board of Jacksonville and often
stars aligned when I found this space,” Paola said, noting two other lawyers
brings the children to participate in acts of service including Camp I
and four staff members have since joined her firm. “I’ve been able to grow. Am Special and other opportunities through Rotary. “I think it is imFamily law is recession proof. It’s never dull and never slows down.”
portant to teach our children about community service – why it is
Both educated at the University of Florida a generation apart, the
important to us to give back,” Paola said.
high-achieving couple share similar interests. While Robert went on to
“Ninety percent of what we do revolves around our two boys in every
UF law school, Paola earned her Juris Doctor degree from Mercer aspect, professionally and socially,” Robert said. “We are trying to create
University in Georgia and then practiced in Atlanta, Georgia. Both are
a good life experience for them and to expose them to what we do
also involved in Leadership Jacksonville, Jacksonville Women Lawyers’ professionally and in the community.” And because “family matters” is
Association, and Rotary – both serving as president of their respective descriptive of her focus in life and passion in her work, Paola established
clubs, Robert with South Jacksonville and Paola with San Jose.
her family law firm’s tagline as: “Family. Matters.”
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Parra Harris Law; 6810 St. Augustine Road, Jacksonville, FL 32217
paola@parraharrislaw.com; (904) 900-1617; www.parraharrislaw.com
Harris Guidi Rosner P.A.; 1837 Hendricks Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32207
harris@harrisguidi.com; (904) 777-7777; www.harrisguidi.com

Robert and Paola Parra Harris
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Love of food unites restaurateurs
Sam and Kiley Efron

TAVERNA
Finding enchantment with each other through the love of fine dining, San Marco restaurateurs Kiley and Sam Efron have discovered they
are perfect partners both at work and in life.
The couple, who met while working at a San Francisco restaurant
11 years ago, have been married 10 years and own San Marco’s wellknown eatery, Taverna, which is celebrated throughout Jacksonville for
hand-crafted cocktails, fine wine, and exceptional Italian food. The couple bring their well-balanced, individual strengths to what they describe
as a 50/50 partnership.
“We fell in love over food. We’re really passionate about it,” said Kiley. “We’re equal partners in the division of labor, and we make all the
big-picture business decisions together. Sam’s main job is to oversee the
back of the house and the food, while my main job is to oversee operations, the wine program, service, and marketing. It helps that we have
a great general manager and amazing staff that really care about the
restaurant and want us to do well,” she said.
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As Taverna’s executive chef, Sam, a Jacksonville native, joins technical expertise learned at the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde
Park, New York, with on-the-job finesse gleaned from cooking for
some of the country’s finest dining rooms – Gramercy Tavern and the
Four Seasons Hotel in New York, and Mandarin Oriental Hotel and
Aqua in San Francisco.
Kiley, meanwhile, brings creativity to the restaurant’s design, wine
program, marketing, and hospitality through her time as a server in quality San Francisco eateries and as a student at California College of Arts.
The couple, who moved from California to Jacksonville 10 years ago
with the express purpose of opening a restaurant, made Taverna successful
despite obstacles and challenges produced by the 2008 economic recession.
At Taverna they are expanding private dining, catering, and Happy Hour,
as well as adding online catering and individual delivery this year.
“In creating Taverna we took elements from our favorite restaurants
and mixed them a little bit. This restaurant is the marriage of food, wine,

and our family, even down to the design,” said Kiley. “We want it to be
sophisticated, but also warm and approachable.”
They are also doing research to open a second restaurant in the San
Marco area in the near future.
With two young boys – Dillon, 6, and Brody, 2 – at home, the Efrons
divvy their parenting duties equally. “Having children has made us
better business partners because we have learned to prioritize our
family time separate from our business,” said Kiley. “One of the hardest challenges is finding the balance of work and being home,” Sam
added. “Having two kids, you want to be there, and you want to find
time for just the two of us as well.”
“Statistically, we shouldn’t be working out, but we are,” said Kiley,
noting the “glue” that binds them together is compromise and the art
of listening. “We both know what we want the restaurant to be. We
may have different wheelhouses, but we make the big decisions together and trust each other in our areas of expertise,” she said.

Taverna; 1986 San Marco Boulevard, Jacksonville, Fl 32207; (904) 398-3005; www.taverna.restaurant

Touching lives doing what they love
LIMELIGHT THEATRE & TAG! CHILDREN’S MUSEUM

Chris and Kim MacEwan

Limelight Theatre; 11 Old Mission Avenue,
St. Augustine, FL 32084; (904) 825-1164; www.limelight-theatre.org
Tag! Children’s Museum of St. Augustine; 76 Dockside Drive, Suite 105,
St. Augustine, FL 32084; (904) 647-1757; www.tagmuseum.org

St. Augustine folks may not realize why two of the area’s cultural attractions
are becoming a name in Northeast Florida. And they surely don’t know that
the “who” behind the Limelight Theatre’s KidzfACTory and tag! Children’s
Museum are a dynamic husband-and-wife duo, Chris and Kim MacEwan.
The couple’s passion for the performing arts brought them together while
working in theater in New York City. After Chris moved to Los Angeles in
2000, making a career change from acting to web design, he asked Kim to
join him. There they started a family together as their career paths moved
farther apart. While Chris pursued web design, Kim got into nonprofit work
with Westside Children’s Center in Culver City, California.
In 2003, the MacEwans moved back to the same Southside Jacksonville
neighborhood where Chris grew up. Kim took a job at The Family Nurturing Center, then joined Florida Blue, and finally The First Tee Headquarters
in fundraising and development. At the same time, Chris worked as a web
designer for Jacksonville.com, SuperStock, and co-founded Glossy Finish,
a youth sports photography company, before he started working as a senior
manager for Accenture.
It was nonprofit involvement that brought their divergent paths back together.
In 2013, Chris was asked to join the Limelight Theatre’s board and he saw
it as a distinct opportunity to give back. “I was able to get back into theater as
well as the nonprofit sector.”
That same year Kim joined tag! Children’s Museum of St. Augustine as its
executive director. “While I’ve also done corporate and national nonprofit
work, my heart is in community nonprofit because you can see the impact
and really make a difference locally,” she said.
Kim’s job was first to locate a site for the museum. She found four acres on
a 50-acre site at the St. Augustine Shipyard, then began fundraising. With the
support of more than 450 unique donors, the Museum has raised $3.8 million
of the $5 million needed to break ground for Phase I this summer.
“It’s designed in a green, environmentally-friendly, sustainable way, which
will lower our operational costs in the long run,” she said. “We’re pushing the
envelope; we’re out in front of emerging museums.” With 350 children’s museums across the United States, tag! is one of 30 new ones in the works.
Now that Chris and Kim are both involved in nonprofit work, they use each
other’s complementary skillsets to make the theatre and the museum vibrant.
“We’re finding ways to connect those two paths back through our work
in these nonprofits. I’m able to help her with marketing, web design, print
work...she helps me with fundraising and finding state and local grants for
the Limelight,” said Chris.
Together they are making a positive impact in an area steeped in history and also encouraging their children, Malcolm and Grace, to volunteer
where their interests lie. The teens recently helped with the museum’s
fundraiser held at the Limelight Theatre and will volunteer at the Rotary
Club’s Rhythm & Ribs Festival.
“Through the museum and the KidzfACTory at the Limelight, we’re leading by example to show the kind of impact you can have if you give of your
time, talent and treasure,” said Kim. “The Museum is a legacy project for
children and it’s important for us to communicate that our community
wants to invest in their future.”
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United through a love of animals
MIRAMAR ANIMAL HOSPITAL

W

hen they purchased Miramar Animal Hospital in 2016, Dr.
Greg Stacey and his wife, Dr. Jennifer Ferrin Stacey, were finally able to take their long-time partnership to another level.
Passionate about their love for animals and their dream of working side by side, the veterinarians were seeking to create a special
kind of clinic, one that would be a compassionate, state-of-the-art
practice with a small-town neighborhood feel.
“I love working with Jennifer, and I think we work really well together,” said Greg. “We get one another and owning a place like this
was our goal throughout vet school.”
It was love at first sight for Greg when he met his future wife on
the cross-country team during their sophomore year of high school,
and as far as Jennifer is concerned, the feeling was mutual.
Together the high-school sweethearts attended Texas A&M
University, where Greg majored in biomedical science and Jennifer focused on animal science. Both took courses from instructors
at A&M’s prestigious vet school. Motivating each other to stay focused and get high grades, the couple graduated and advanced
to veterinary school at the University of Florida, finishing their
program in 2005.
“Jennifer is driven by an absolute love for animals. She’s a genius.
I followed her lead going into veterinary medicine,” said Greg. “On a
personal level, it was important for us to be together, to experience
that aspect of life and our education together. When we graduated
from veterinary school, the first job we had was together, and that
was for eight years.”
After vet school graduation, the Staceys married, moved to Fernandina, where they worked and had a daughter, Taylor, while
still contemplating their dream of owning an animal hospital.
After exploring several areas in Northeast Florida, the couple fell
in love with San Marco as the ideal place to live, work, and raise
their daughter.
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“It was like fate. We were literally driving past the Miramar Shopping Center saying it would be a wonderful place to have a veterinary
clinic, not realizing there already was a vet clinic behind,” said Jennifer.
“We went home and a job posting at that clinic came up. I interviewed for the job the next day,” recalled Greg, who worked for
Miramar Animal Hospital’s previous owner, Dr. Dawne Lazer, for
three years before he and his wife bought the practice.
Under the couple’s management, Miramar Animal Hospital is a
state-of-the-art facility that offers good old-fashioned hands-on
care. The full-service hospital offers IV catherization, intravenous
fluid therapy, and has a digital X-ray, in-house hematology machine, and a Class 4 laser, which is used for arthritis, dermatology,
inflammation, and post-operative issues. The practice also offers
grooming, boarding, medicated baths, and a small concession
where pet owners can purchase specialty foods for dogs and cats.
“We can handle any concern an animal might have, be it with their
eyes, skin, teeth, or ears,” Jennifer said. “We keep a close relationship
with our clients. They have our cell phone numbers and know they
can call us on a Sunday if they need us.”
In business, the Staceys use a team approach, equally sharing the
workload and conferring frequently on various cases. The couple even
divvy up some accounting duties, with Jennifer handling the payroll
and bills, while Greg oversees QuickBooks.™ An office manager, a vet
technician and two receptionists have been added to the firm’s three
certified vet techs, kennel manager, veterinary assistant, and receptionists that were currently on the staff when the couple took over,
something that is “unheard of in a vet clinic,” said Jennifer.
“We work much better together than apart. We have a great amount
of trust and respect for one another, and we communicate well,” she said.
Greg agreed. “There are a few days when Jennifer is off caring
for our daughter, but my best days are when she is here, and we are
working with each other.”

Miramar Animal Hospital; 4448 Hendricks Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32207
(904) 737-0403; www.miramaranimalhospital.com

Dr. Greg Stacey and
Dr. Jennifer Ferrin Stacey
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Michael Coonan and
Heather Nelson

Balancing work and inner peace
GUARDIAN TITLE & TRUST, INC. AND RED SKIES YOGA
It is a beautiful union when a successful business, Guardian Title &
Trust, is created out of the respect and love two people have for one
another. And even better when 17 years later, a new vision and passion
gives rise to a second venture, Red Skies Yoga.
Husband and wife team Michael Coonan and Heather Nelson first
began working in the title business 17 years ago, and 11 years later established their own full-service title insurance company, Guardian Title
& Trust, Inc.
Servicing all Florida counties, with offices in Jacksonville and Fernandina
Beach, Guardian, along with its proficient staff, handles everything from
A to Z involving the purchase, sale and refinance of Commercial and
Residential Real Estate. As president of the company, Heather is involved
in the day-to-day affairs while Michael, Guardian’s relationship specialist,
oversees their marketing and personally administers the culmination
of the closing.
Together, Heather and Michael have embarked on a new journey
with the opening of Red Skies Yoga, celebrating its one-year anniversary
August 1, 2018. They wanted a place where they could create a balance

between work, exercise, and relaxation, mastering Yin and Yang in both
their personal lives and their workplace.
Red Skies was planned with the aspirations of building a welcoming,
family type atmosphere, catering to all levels of Yogis, with the hope of
community connection. Heather, a certified teacher and 25-year yoga
aficionado, and her husband, Michael, practice yoga together and are
excited to have created something that they can share with other people
who have the same passion.
When asked where the unique name Red Skies Yoga originated,
Heather explained that “Although The Fixx played a hand with its lyrical
version of Red Skies, it was an ancient rhyme, Red Sky at Night, Sailor’s
Delight, Red Sky at Morning, Sailors take Warning that gave meaning
and name to the studio. It is those on-the-edge moments where we gain
strength, allowing ourselves to reset and experience the moments
grounded and anew. A time where we connect, we grow, and we flow
through life together on and off the mat.”
Unique to the yoga industry, Red Skies has experienced and diversified instructors who provide an eclectic mix of classes ranging

from fast flowing heated Power Vinyasa to Iyengar, a non-heated
class where heat is generated from holding poses. Red Skies Yoga
also offers several Beginner, Next Level, Ashtanga, PiYo, Senior Slow
Flow classes, as well as Restorative, Yin, and a free Mindfulness
Meditation class.
Red Skies Yoga studio offers an array of in-house concessions providing
local organic Kombucha and Nitro coffee on tap, top of the line yoga
clothes, custom jewelry and props such as yoga mats, eye pillows and
yogi towels. Yoga practitioners rave about the brick walls, hanging
chandeliers, “No Mirrors,” and an intimate class atmosphere that provides
a comfortable, inviting place to practice.
Heather grew up in Avondale and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Business and Accounting. Mike, a native of Whitman, Massachusetts,
honed his abilities in the United States Marine Corps before entering
the real estate and title industry. Together, along with a talented and
professional team of teachers and staff, their powerful partnership
keeps their personal relationship and two businesses successfully
operating in sync.

Red Skies Yoga; 4788 Hodges Boulevard, Suite 206, Jacksonville, FL 32224; (904) 535-6928; www.redskiesyoga.com
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‘Pay the most, sell for the least’
A-COIN & STAMP GALLERY, INC.

William F. Duke, Jr. and William R. Hatchett IV

A-Coin & Stamp Gallery, Inc.; 6217 St. Augustine Road, Jacksonville, FL 32217; (904) 733-1204; www.a-coin.com

When William R. Hatchett IV moved to Jacksonville from California in
1980 to purchase A-Coin & Stamp Gallery, his goal was to be a “big fish in a
small pond” of dealers that buy, sell, and trade valuable coins, stamps, gold,
silver, watches, and jewelry.
Today, A-Coin is the only full-line coin and stamp store in Jacksonville
and has a worldwide clientele. Hatchett is known as a leading expert in
coins, paper currency, and watches, not only in Northeast Florida but also
throughout the United States. He has been called as a leading expert witness
in front of local, state, and federal courts as well as grand juries.
A-Coin deals in all kinds of collectibles including high-grade firearms,
diamonds, pre-owned Rolex watches – though Hatchett is careful to say
he is not a Rolex agent – sterling silver flatware and tea services, and Daum
and Lalique crystal. He and his staff will make house calls and give written
appraisals. Verbal appraisals can be obtained at no charge.
Hatchett has no business partners, and he enjoys being sole boss of his
company. His staff consists of his stepson, William F. Duke, Jr., three other
trusted full-time employees, and a few part-time workers, including an expert jeweler and watchmaker. “If I make a mistake it’s on me. The other guys
will come and ask ‘hey, is this okay? Can we pay that?’ if they don’t know
what to offer for something,” he said. “They are all seasoned buyers and
sellers, but I have the final say.”
Hatchett learned the value of earning money and collecting relics as a
child. He became interested in coins when one of his father’s friends gave
him a handful of Indian Head pennies and Liberty Head nickels. At that
time, his greatest find was a 1950-D Jefferson nickel, which he got out of a
Coca Cola machine. “I took it down to the coin shop and got $28 or $30 for
it. For a 10-year-old kid, that was a lot of money,” he said, noting thereafter,
he asked to be paid only in old coins when he cut the neighbors’ grass or
shoveled snow off their driveways.
A-Coin’s business model is to “pay the most and sell for the least,” he said.
“It’s my quest to find rare items and help owners reap the gain from their
value. It’s a fun business to be in because of the unknown factor. You never
know who will walk in the door each day.”
Former president of the Jacksonville Coin Club in the early 1980s,
Hatchett is a member of the Antique Appraisal Association of America, the
American Numismatic Association, the Society of Paper Money Collectors,
Inc., Florida United Numismatists, Inc., California State Numismatic Association, Numismatic Association of Southern California, and Fun Florida
United Numismatist.
A-Coin & Stamp is an Authorized Submission Center and a member of
the Professional Coin Grader Service (PCGS), the Numismatic Guarantee
Corporation (NGC), the American Numismatic Association (ANACS), and
the Certified Acceptance Corporation (CAC). It is accredited with the Better Business Bureau and is listed on the Jewelers Board of Trade and Dun
and Bradstreet. Licensed, bonded, and insured, A-Coin is also a member of
the National Association of Watch and Clock Collectors, the International
Watch and Jewelry Guild (IWJG), the American Gemological Institute (GIA),
and the Collectors Arms Dealers Association.
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Donald and Janice Dusseau Jones
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Powerfully communicating through video
CYCLEHERE MEDIA

W

hen former TV anchor Donald Jones and chief meteorologist Janice Dusseau Jones finally decided to step off the
fast-paced merry-go-round that is television news, they
looked for another way to utilize their storytelling talents.
What they came up with was CycleHere Media, an award-winning, full-service, video marketing firm they opened in St. Augustine six years ago to produce branded content for companies.
“We recognized that video was underutilized in marketing
six years ago when it was just beginning to hit the web,” said
Janice. “We took our storytelling skills and talent in video to
help businesses strengthen their brand by designing thoughtful, artistic, and impactful stories. A lot of agencies do all sorts
of things to market companies, but we have one specialty, and
that’s video.”
The Joneses specialize in producing videos for websites, social media, and commercial broadcasts. Their clients include
tourism outlets such as VISIT FLORIDA, Ponte Vedra Inn and
Club, Amelia Island Convention and Visitors Bureau, St Augustine, Ponte Vedra, & The Beaches Visitors and Convention
Bureau, and numerous other tourism entities, along with law
firms, energy companies, industry, and entrepreneurs. They
have even designed a poignant promotional video to help the
Florida Highway Patrol recruit more women into its ranks.
With Janice, as executive producer, interviewing clients and
storyboarding the videos, and Donald bringing her ideas to life
through filming and editing, the couple perfectly complement
each other as evidenced in the Communicator Award and six
Tellys they have won during the past six years.
“We love the process of helping a client think strategically through their brand and giving them a video that elicits an
emotional response,” said Janice.

Donald agreed. “We specialize in designing the message and
pinpointing the audience the client is trying to reach. We try
to capture the client’s passion – to capture the ‘why’ of their
story – so the audience will be engaged,” he said.
“What we learned from our years in television is how to hold
an audience. We don’t want people to change the channel. In
these days of fast-paced internet and a lack of attention span,
if you don’t grab people immediately, they go onto the next
thing,” he continued. “Our goal is to make a difference for other business owners. By 2019, 80 percent of the world’s internet
traffic will be in video. If you want to be found online, you have
to be in video.”
Donald was an evening news anchor and Janice a chief meteorologist when they decided to chuck their very public careers
for more family time and a chance to drive their own destiny.
“We realized there is life outside of the newsroom – the
money and the big contracts. They are not the end-all to make
you happy,” said Donald. “We also had faith in our own talents
and passion to produce content that engaged people.”
Having successful broadcast careers was the goal when Janice first met Donald during the summer when they worked as
college interns for WTLV, Channel 12, in Jacksonville.
Donald, an Episcopal High School graduate, was studying
broadcast journalism at the University of Florida. Janice, a graduate of St. Augustine High School, hailed from Florida State,
where she majored in broadcast media and journalism. She later
earned a bachelor’s in meteorology at Mississippi State.
Love was in the air when they met again, four years later,
while working for competing television stations in Savannah. “We dated under the radar for a while, because when
you are on TV, your life is very public,” recalled Janice. “We

CycleHere Media; 11 Old Mission Ave Ste B, St. Augustine, Fl 32084; (919) 389-0343; www.cycleheremedia.com

got engaged on a trip to San Francisco, and the people of Savannah learned about every detail in a newspaper article that
came out in the entertainment section.”
Soon after, the couple married and together found jobs on
the same news team, first at a Fox affiliate in Orlando and later
at an NBC affiliate in Raleigh, North Carolina. After years of
trying to balance the newsroom’s demands with her obligations as a mother, Janice began to second guess her life.
“I found it too challenging to keep my life balanced. Although both of us were in the same career, we never saw each
other because we were on opposite shifts. I did the evening
news at 5, 6, and 11 p.m., while he anchored the morning news.
Literally I would come home, get in bed at 1 a.m. only to hear
his alarm go off at 2 a.m. We had a baby, so it was like being a
single parent,” she said.
Although she and Donald also produced a popular lifestyle
television show, “Keeping Up with the Joneses,” which was nominated for an Emmy, and both were successful in their broadcast
careers, they felt the call for something more fulfilling.
Settling in St. Augustine, where they have deep roots and family, the couple set up their own company and quickly became
involved with their community. Donald serves on the Board of
Directors of St. Augustine’s Limelight Theatre, and Janice is president of the Board of Directors for tag! Children’s Museum, which
is under development in the St. Augustine Shipyard project.
Today, their award-winning company serves businesses
throughout the state and is recognized for exceptional quality,
distinction and personalized service.
“We both have passionate hearts,” said Janice. “We wanted
to be able to make a difference. Today we feel like we have so
much freedom to use our talents for good and to be creative.”
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Life’s little luxuries
LE MACARON FRENCH PASTRIES

A

ll it took was one bite of a Madagascar Black Vanilla macaron,
and Reggie Thompson and his partner, Stephanie Ebers, were
ready to own a Le Macaron French Pastries franchise.
The couple, who have been together for 17 years, were looking
to do something together as a “great adventure.” Now they jointly
own five Le Macaron French Pastries franchises in Northeast
Florida and Georgia, including stores in Avondale, Ponte Vedra
Beach, the Avenues Mall, a kiosk at the St. Johns Town Center,
and Savannah.
“Eating the macaron was like putting an exclamation point on
my meal,” said Thompson, describing the delicate handmade
meringue confections. “They are about three bites, no preservatives,
and around 80 calories each. Made of natural sugar and gluten-free
ingredients, they are the perfect ending to a great meal.”
The couple first conceived the idea of having a “great adventure” in 2015 when the couple celebrated Ebers’ 50th birthday
with a visit to Northern Ireland. “We were sitting on the rocks
at the Giant’s Causeway, and we looked at each other and said,
‘what a great adventure,’” Ebers recalled. “We just wanted our
life to be like that, so when we decided to buy the franchises,
Reggie came up with the name of our corporation – R & S Great
Adventures, LLC.”
The thought of owning the Le Macaron franchises took flight
after the couple joined Eber’s daughter, Kiernan, for dinner in
Winter Park and Kiernan suggested they visit the local Le Macaron
for dessert. Thompson was skeptical about the taste saying, “if
it’s gluten-free then it’s taste-free.”
“I told her, you can’t find good macarons in the United States.
When they told me this place had the best macarons, I said, ‘I
doubt that,”’ he recalled, adding that he expected the macarons
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to either be “dry and crumbly” or, perhaps were coconut macaroons,
a different kind of confection popular with a lot of Americans.
“I’m not easy to impress. When the store’s owner asked me
which flavor I wanted to sample, I asked for vanilla because it
is basic, and if you can’t get the basics right nothing else is worth
a darn” he said. “But once I tasted it, I said, ‘This is incredible.
This is the way macarons are supposed to taste. How the heck
did they do that?”’
Thompson, who is a partner with the Wheeling and Lake Erie
Railway, is “semi-retired,” said he was also impressed with the
cleanliness and “smart set-up” of the Winter Park franchise. “We
got into the car and I said to Stephanie, ‘You and I have been thinking
about doing something together. We really ought to look into this.”
Ebers jumped at the suggestion. Within a day or two she had
done research on the company, scouted possible locations, contacted
the franchise manager in Sarasota, and set up a conference call.
The first Americans to be granted a Le Macaron French Pastry
franchise in the United States, Thompson and Ebers opened their
first store in Ponte Vedra Beach in February 2017. A second location
in Savannah came soon after in July 2017 and in February 2018,
added three more locations – Avondale, the Avenues Mall and a
kiosk at the St. Johns Town Center – from Fabrice Tedeschi, who
had recently opened the shops but found he needed to move back
to France for family reasons.
As partners in R & S Great Adventures LLC, Thompson is the
chief executive officer and president – aka “The Big Picture Guy”
who handles the number side and pays the bills – with Ebers, as
corporate vice president, overseeing staffing and inventory, store
decoration, and advertising/branding. Rounding out the team
are three store managers that are invaluable.

“It’s lonely at the top,” joked Thompson. “But when you have
a partner like Stephanie, it isn’t lonely because I have somebody
I can talk to. We share ideas, complaints, and solutions. She understands everything, and that is incredibly important,” he said.
“We made a deal that if this business starts to interfere with our
relationship, we would sell it. So far we are having fun.”
Decorated in hot pink, each Le Macaron store has its own
personality and is like stepping into a little corner of Paris. French
music plays in the background, a small statuette of the Eiffel
Tower rests on the counter, and up above, light reflects off a
crystal chandelier. Inside glass cases are a colorful assortment
of macarons, gelato imported from France, European style coffees
and hand-painted chocolates. The macaron menu includes 20
flavors to choose from, including three flavors that are dairy-free
– strawberry keylime, mango, and raspberry, all filled with
chocolate ganache, cream or jams.
In addition to the signature macarons, classic French pastries
such as eclairs, Napoleons and lemon tarts are handmade in their
confectionary and are all made by their very own French chef.
Le Macaron French Pastries offers beautiful macaron towers
ranging from 25 to 235 macarons for bridal and baby showers
or other special occasions, for delivery or for pick up in their
stores. The stores are also perfect settings for parties or any
occasion really.
“What we are selling are life’s little luxuries,” said Ebers. “But
what we really are selling is happiness. How can you not be
happy with all this pink and relaxing ambience? We want people
to come in and take a moment of their day to sit down, relax,
and enjoy life. When you come in here, this should be the best
part of your day as if you are stepping into a different world.”

Le Macaron French Pastries; 3540 St. Johns Avenue, Jacksonville, FL 32205; (904) 256-4128; lemacaronjacksonville@gmail.com
Le Macaron French Pastries; The Avenues Mall, 10300, Southside Boulevard, Jacksonville, FL 32256; (904) 330-0279; lemacaronjacksonville@gmail.com
Le Macaron French Pastries; 330 A1A North, Suite 300, Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082; (904) 373-0521; lemacaronpontevedrabeach@gmail.com

Reggie Thompson and Stephanie Ebers
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Best practices enhance surgical results
DR. CLAYMAN’S PLASTIC SURGERY CENTER & MIRACLE SPA

I

t’s easy to see why Dr. Clayman’s Plastic Surgery Center &
Miracle Spa has been voted “Best in Jax,” for Best Plastic Surgery
22 years in a row.
With Dr. Loren Clayman and his son, Dr. Mark Clayman, at
the helm, patients in need of cosmetic, reconstructive or non-surgical procedures to correct or enhance their faces and bodies
receive extraordinary results from the award-winning medical
team with over 50 combined years of surgical experience.
The family-oriented practice allows each doctor to practice
independently, and provides a unique mentorship environment
that not only continues to build their surgical expertise, but also
provides the best care possible for their patients. “It also provides
a fantastic opportunity for continuity of care, which is a tremendous benefit for our patients,” said Loren.
After graduating from Harvard University where he was an
All-American athlete, Loren earned his medical degree from
Tufts University. He interned at the University of Pennsylvania
and did surgical training at St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center. He
also completed two residencies – Otolaryngology at Jefferson
Medical Center and Plastic Surgery at the University of Florida
in Jacksonville.
Loren became interested in plastic surgery after serving in
the United States Air Force during the Vietnam War. He performed reconstructive surgery on soldiers with deforming
injuries and saw the dramatic impact plastic surgery had in
transforming and improving not only their physical health but
also their emotional health and quality of life. He also operated
on the first prisoners of war in Vietnam when they were released
from captivity. “Having the opportunity to impact patients and
their families in such meaningful ways truly makes this a unique
and rewarding career,” said Loren, reflecting on his specialty
in plastic and reconstructive surgery.
Renowned for his skill in breast enhancement, facelifts,
liposculpture, tummy tucks, rhinoplasty, BOTOX®, facial
fillers, laser hair removal, and medical-grade skin care, Loren
is a member of several prestigious surgical societies. He is the
past president of the Jacksonville Society of Plastic Surgeons
as well as a member of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons
and the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery. He is
also the only surgeon in North Florida who is double

board-certified by the American Board of Plastic Surgery and
the American Board of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery.
Mark describes practicing alongside his father each day as an
amazing experience, and his favorite part of their practice is the
unique approach and planning that goes into ensuring each
patient has the best possible outcome.
“I’ve worked with some of the most well-known plastic surgeons
throughout the U.S. and abroad in South America, along with
my father’s extraordinary lifetime of expertise in plastic surgery.
Working closely and collaborating with him daily has really been
a meaningful experience, which I believe provides the best care
for the patient,” he said, noting he and his father feel extreme
loyalty to their patients and treat each one like family with the
utmost respect, attention, and honesty. When asked what part
of his job is most rewarding for him, Mark shared it is the positive,
life changing effect their work has on their patients. “We dedicate
our lives to improving the physical and emotional well-being of
our patients and our community,” he said.
Although his father helped to inspire his journey as a plastic
surgeon, Mark said he developed a passion for the field when
he was working with breast cancer patients in medical school.
“The diagnosis of breast cancer is itself devastating, and one
of the treatments, a mastectomy, can further negatively affect
a patient’s body image,” he explained. “In this case, breast reconstruction is the absolute best opportunity to restore the
patient’s confidence, giving them a more positive image, both
physically and emotionally. Seeing the life-changing possibilities of plastic surgery in improving the lives of those in
need is what continues to inspire my passion for plastic surgery.”
Mark also earned his undergraduate degree at Harvard
University, where he was captain of the varsity track team and
a Division I All-American athlete. He completed his surgical
and plastic surgery training at the University of Florida Medical
School in Gainesville, and enhanced his training working with
experts throughout the U.S. and Brazil, bringing back a knowledge of cutting-edge advancements to the practice.
Like his father, Mark is a board-certified plastic surgeon and
a member of the American Society of Plastic Surgeons and the
American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, which is a
unique society, considered the “Mark of Distinction in Cosmetic

Dr. Clayman’s Plastic Surgery Center & Miracle Spa; 2 Shircliff Way, Suites 200 & 220,
DePaul Professional Building, Jacksonville, FL 32204; (904) 208-2727; www.ClaymanPlasticSurgery.com

Surgery,” of which less than 3,000 plastic surgeons worldwide
have been accepted as members.
Highly recognized for his craft, Mark has received numerous
awards, including the 2016 Patient Satisfaction Award; Top 10
Doctor in Northeast Florida; Compassionate Doctor Award; and
The Patient’s Choice 5th Anniversary Award, which is given to
only 1 percent of all doctors nationwide.
Voted “Best in Jax” winner and #1 in the 904 in the category
of Top Plastic Surgeons in Northeast Florida, he has also twice
received the Outstanding Research Award by the American
Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery and by the Florida Society
of Plastic Surgeons. Mark’s numerous and notable accomplishments earned him Jacksonville Business Journal’s Top 40 Under
40 Award in 2015.
Loren is an ardent supporter of The National Blood Clot Alliance,
various breast cancer nonprofits, the Boys & Girls Club of Northeast
Florida, and Her Song, and said he developed his interest in
community involvement by watching his father, who was also a
doctor, devote his life to treating underserved communities.
“The National Blood Clot Alliance is close to my heart because
one of my sons developed blood clots after a sports-related
injury,” said Loren. He says the organization raises awareness
of the risk factors for developing blood clots and provides an
incredible support group for individuals, who are recovering or
living with this potentially life-threatening condition.
“Her Song is also an incredible organization that supports
women recovering from the physical and emotional damage
suffered from sex trafficking,” Loren continued. “We are proud
to support such a wonderful organization by treating any injuries
that may have resulted in scars or deformities at no charge to
the patient. We hope this relationship will support victims of
sex trafficking on their road to recovery.”
In addition to the nonprofits supported by his father, Mark
supports the Wounded Warrior Project because he has the highest
respect for soldiers who have risked their lives serving in the
military. “Many of the injuries our soldiers have sustained during
their service require the expertise of a plastic surgeon, so they
will have the best opportunity for recovery,” he said. “It has been
an honor and a privilege to care for these wounded warriors in
treating the injuries they have suffered in protecting our country.”
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Experts at making you look good
DAN HARRIS PHOTOART LLC

In

a world of camera phones and selfie sticks, anyone can snap a
picture, but it takes the professional eye of Dan Harris or Matt
Culpepper to capture the image that is the best version of you.
A fixture in custom photography in Jacksonville for more than
20 years, Harris owns Dan Harris PhotoArt LLC, a full-service
studio in San Marco that specializes in weddings, bar mitzvahs,
professional portraits, and corporate events. He and Culpepper,
his protégé, are masters at everything involved in producing a
superb image, including setting up the photo shoot, retouching,
editing, photo restoration, fine-art printing, framing, matting, and
printing calendars or brochures.
“We do it all. We capture, perfect, and preserve photos, then finish
them by framing or creating an album,” said Harris. “Our real strength
is that we capture the personality of the event,” he said, noting he has
photographed more than 750 weddings during his career.
“You can have a friend come and take pictures for free, but they
seldom catch the true feeling of the event. They just take random
snaps of the people who are there. We learned the photography
business by doing weddings, and our goal is to capture the story
line – to make an album that tells the whole story so that someone,
who was not at the event, can look at our photos and feel like they
were there,” he explained.
To take a great picture, photographers not only need to know how
to properly use their camera and the computer application Adobe
Photoshop, they also must have an understanding of lighting, color,
and facial structure, he said. “It’s not equipment that makes you a
good photographer, it’s how you apply and use it.”
“Sometimes people say they hate having their picture taken,”
Culpepper said. “We want the person to be comfortable with the
situation and us as photographers. We try to make it easy and fluid

and, at the end of the day, we come up with the best picture of you
that’s realistic. Usually it’s a natural picture where everyone looks
relaxed and happy.”
Dan Harris PhotoArt can also fix other people’s snapshots, including
family vacation photos, and duplicate historic photos without damaging
the original. “You can bring in a one-of-a-kind family heirloom, and
we’ll reproduce so it is as good as new. We can also frame it in an
antique-looking oval frame with rounded glass,” Harris said. “Our
prints are better than the original because they are printed in a manner
that will last 300 years.”
Harris began his career with a Brownie camera at 8 years old. In high
school, he set up a darkroom in his bedroom and took impromptu lessons
with his best friend’s father, a photography teacher at school. As a college
student majoring in photojournalism, he worked for Brigham Young
University’s newspaper, The Daily Universe, winning a regional award
for “Best Investigative Reporting.” After graduation, he became a stringer
for the Associated Press and later owned his own printing business.
Harris also serves as president of the Jacksonville Professional
Photographer’s Guild and is a member of the Professional Photographers
of America.
Culpepper, who majored in photography at the University of North
Florida, joined Dan Harris PhotoArt seven years ago as an intern and
was hired on full-time after graduation. Under Harris’s tutelage he has
learned to mirror his mentor’s techniques. “I trained Matt to operate
as I would, and today you can’t tell the difference in our photographs,”
said Harris. “We know each other’s style and can do more for clients
because we are able to produce the same product in the end.
“It pays to hire us because of the quality of our work,” he continued.
“We’re good at making you look good. We capture the moment accurately, and whatever we print will last for generations.”

Dan Harris PhotoArt; 1124 Riviera Street, Jacksonville, FL 32207
(904) 398-7668; info@danharrisphotoart.com; www.danharrisphoto.art
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Partnering with you
for over 40 years!

Bank and House Calls Available for Large Estates... “All Transactions Confidential”
WWW.A-COIN.COM . 904.733.1204 . 6217 St. Augustine Rd., Jacksonville, Florida . Hours: Mon. - Fri. 10:30am - 5:30pm

WE ARE NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX CORPORATION OR ANY OF ITS SUBSIDIARIES NOR ENDORSED BY ROLEX IN ANY WAY. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES, BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS. A-COIN IS KNOWN WORLDWIDE, AND OUR INTERNATIONAL CONTACTS ASSURE YOU OF SELLING TO THE COMPANY WITH THE WIDEST CLIENTELE OF ANY OTHER. WE GUARANTEE THE HIGHEST CASH PRICES. PLEASE NOTE... THERE IS NO OBLIGATION TO SELL.. NO CHARGE FOR OUR EXPERTS TO
EVALUATE YOUR TREASURES. MINIMUM PURCHASES APPLY. A-COIN IS NOT AFFILIATED WITH ROLEX USA. ALL TRADEMARKED NAMES, BRANDS, AND MODELS, MENTIONED IN THIS AD ARE USED FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE THE SOLE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE TRADEMARKED OWNERS.

